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Vanderbilt University: - An article elsewhere
in this.issue delineates the serious side of the intense
controversy, revolving around the petition and
counter-petition to either continue or close the library in Fulton, the one in Hickman and to remove
the Bookmobile from circulation.
Yet there are some rather ludicrous aspects of
the matter that can only be reviewed with a measure of amusement.
First and foremost is the immediate necessity
to change the name of the twin cities from the Banana Capital of mid-America to "Americas Community Of Anonymous Millionaires."
While home for the Thanksgiving holidays I
took a stroll around down-town to talk with some of
the opponents of the library levy to get the other
side of the story.
Almost, nearly everybody I talked to, on the
anti-side, said that the tax would cost them from
$100 to $150 a year.
That means that their ASSESSED VALUATION of property is from $150,000.00 to $250,00.00.
Since property is assessed at about one-third of its
market value, that means that their property is
worth $750,000.00.
Since Fulton County has an assessed property
valuation of about $14,000,000.00, that means that
less than 60 people pay all the taxes in the county!
Now whose on third base!
Looking over the names on the counter-petition
-c the library I found that if analyzed and recapitulated the signatures would reveal that:
—About half, maybe more of the signers PAY
NO TAX, OWN NO PROPERTY, HAVE NOT
VOTED IN RECENT ELECTIONS AND ARE ON
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE WELFARE ROLLS. (This
is a composite aggregate.)

—As for me, it's the other way around: I don't
like the city jail, the county jail, some policemen,
some county officials, junk-yards, stop-lights, some
school teachers, (especially those who signed the
petition against the library and are always begging
for more money for themselves), drainage ditches,
sewer pipes, garbage trucks, etc. etc.
But I pay taxes to support them and happily so,
because a lot of people use these facilities and enjoy
them.
—I also don't like to pay Federal income taxes
to support the farm prices for some farmers so they
can go around in luxurious comfort circulating petitions to deprive kids and adults the pleasure of
travelling in the world of books.

New Sale And Lease Provisions
Adopted For '68 Tobacco Program
303 Size

has

excellence every year it has been
submitted in Judging contests.

—The "Happiest Millionares" I interviewed say
that they are not against the library,("my children,
my wife, and I get books regularly") they're just
against the tax.

14'/2 -oz.

News

Legislation enacted earlier this the transfer was effective.
6. Where the normal yield estabyear makes important changes in
program provisions on sale and lished for the receiving farm exlease of some tobacco allotments, ceeds the normal yield for the transaccording to Mr. Hockensmith, ferring farm by more than 10 perChairman, Agricultural Stabiliza- cent, the allotment will be adjusted
tion and Conservation State Com- downward.
mittee. The crops affected are fireOther transfer provisions relate to
cured, dark air-cured, and Virginia farms subject to mortgage or other
sun-cured tobaccos.
lien, and to farms covered by a
The Chairman listed the following Conservation Reserve contract, a
Conversion
Program
as the major changes in the trans- Cropland
fer by sale, lease, or by owner pro- agreement, or similar land utilizavisions of the program for the three tion agreement.
kinds of tobacco:
Chairman Hockensmith said that
I. Transfers of allotments — by transfers of acreage allotments of
sale, lease, or by owner — may be the three kinds of tobacco — firemade from one farm to another cured, dark air-cured, and Virginia
farm in the same county, whether sun-cured—may be filed with the
or not the receiving farm is con- ASCS county office (s) tb,rough
sidered to be an "old" tobacco May 1. No transfer under this profarm. Allotments purchased may gram provision will be effective unnot exceed 10 acres for each of the til a record is filed with the county
three kinds. The total acreage al- committee and the committee delotted for each kind of tobacco to termines that all conditions of transany farm after a transfer by sale, fer have been met.
lease or by owner may not exceed
50 percent of the farm's acreage of
cropland.
2. Transfer by owner to another
of his farms (owned or controlled
by him) may be permanent or temThe adaptable raccoon takes
porary.
3. A lease now may be for as long civilization in stride.
Cut down the raccoon's den tree,
as 5 years. (Under prior legislation.
and he may nest in the nearest
leases were for 1 year at a time.)
4. Allotments which are trans- drainpipe. Fill his cornfields with
ferred may be of a different kind of housing developments, and he may
tobacco from that already growing raid.somebody's kitchen.
The mischievous mammal with a
on the receiving farm, and the receiving farm may continue growing black mask often is the first to call
on suburbanites. Uninitiated newits prior allotments.
5. Where an allotment is sold to comers to a neighborhood have
another farm, no allotment from been appalled to discover what apthe receiving farm may be sold peared to be footprints of toddlers
within 3 years. Where an entire to- near overturned garbage cans.
Raccoons enjoy cities as well as
bacco allotment is transferred from
a farm, that farm will not be eligi- suburbs. Not long ago, a stray coon
5
allotment
staged
for
a sit-in on a second-story
ble for a new farm
years following the year in which ledge of the Treasury Department.
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Condition Of Gene Fulton County Court
Action Confusing Six-Week Honor
Hoodenpyle Listed
11611 Announced
As "Satisfactory" Orderly Disposal Of Library Petitions At Fulton High
The condition of Eugene Hoodenpyle, was described as "satisfactory" Wednesday noon.
Hoodenpyle, an employee of the
Illinois Central Railroad and parttime automobile salesman for Kentucky Motor Company, is a patient
at Fulton Hospital, suffering from
injuries received in a one-car accident Monday night about five miles
West of Fulton on West State Line.
He is reportedly suffering from internal injuries and several broken
ribs.
The accident is reported to haw
happened sometime after midnight.
Hoodenpyle, driving a white Oldsmobile sedan, struck a mailbox on
one side of the road, veered to the
other and the auto turned over on
its side, apparently throwing him
through the windshield. Ile reportedly made his way eventually to a
nearby house, and help was obtained to bring him to Fulton.
His condition may be complicated
by the effects of exposure to the
freezing night temperature, The
News was told Wednesday.
No other details of the accident
were available, except that his condition was described as "not good,
but not critical" . . . just "satisfactory" on Wednesday.

One-Sucker Sales
Begin December 11
At Mayfield Floor
Opening sales for one-sucker
(dark air cured) tobacco will begin
in this area on December 11th, The
News was advised by Holmes Ellis,
Association manager, Wednesday.
The first sale will be held at Mayfield on December 11, followed by
a sale at Murray on the 12th, Mayfield on the 14th and then back to
Murray ou.Doestatber 15th.
Due to adverse weather and other
growing conditions, the crop is expected to be down around 25 percent. Ellis stated. This year's crop
is estimated at one and a half million pounds, compared to two million pounds for 1966.
No dates for the opening of the
fire-cured market sales have yet
been set, but are planned for sometime in January.

Burley Growers
Well Pleased At -Opening Prices
Burley tobacco sales opened on a
strong note in Mayfield Tuesday
with the market showing an increase in volume and prices over
last year's opening.
Initial sale of the 1967 season
found 339,870 pounds selling for
$231.145.96 — an average of $68.01 a
hundredweight.
This compares to last year's opening sale of 401,164 pounds for $202,161.23 — an average of $67.14 a
hundredweirt.
Only a small percentage of Tuesday's offerings went to the "pool"
under government loan.
Most grades, particularly the top
leaf, brought prices considerably in
excess of the government support
level. The support price average is
$1.40 a hundred above last year.
B4F and C4F grades brought as
high as $75 a hundred and other
top grades sold well throughout the
day.
Growers jammed Mayfield's huge
New Enterprise Warehouse and appeared well pleased with the prices
their tobacco was bringing.
Burley sales will continue here
and at Paducah until Dec. 20

(A News Analyis)
James Reston, the enormously
prestigious syndicated columnist for
the New York Times, was quoted in
1958 as saying: "A distracted people,
busy with the fierce competitions of
modern life, must be addressed while
they are paying attention, which is
usually at the moment of some great
national or international event."
While the matter of maintaining
our libraries in Fulton County is not an
issue of the magnitude to which Mr.
Reston has reference, to the hundreds
who unknowingly, but perceptively
live by the Athenian Oath to "ever
strive for the ideals and sacred things
of the city, both alone and with many,"
it is a vital matter of heroic proportions.
This newspaper, as many of you
know by now, has a keen sense of
awareness that our very survival in
the savage competition for new industry, progress and wholesomeness depends on the capacity of our citizens to
know the essential truth, and "make a
picture of reality on which men can
act."
And it is to these realities that we
address ourselves today in reviewing
the procession of unfortunate circumstances and opinions that surround
the logic, or perhaps illogic, of closing
two libraries and halting the wheels of
a roving Bookmobile.
At the outset it must be forcefully
imprinted on the minds of our readers

that it is not, and has not been fair, to
impose the rigid strictures of responsibility for maintaining and operating
the county library system on the nine,
dedicated, hard-working and now beleagured meinbers of the library board.
These individuals, many without selfinterest except that of maintaining a
vital educational instrument for community betterment, have fought the
long battle to make the system one of
the best in the State. They succeeded,
up until now!
_
It was this same group of people
that assiduously, doggedly and persistently circulated the original petition to
levy the tax to maintain the libraries
after the two-year demonstration period was over.
It can be said without fear of contradiction that there was no mis-representation of facts in securing the nearly
1500 names to petition for the levy. No
one signed the petition to keep the libraries "without knowing that a tax
would be levied." This point was explained in minute detail. The intent
was made abundantly clear in the communications media in this county.

The first spadeful of earth was turned Tuesday at
the site of a new livestock marketing center at Clinton,
to be operated as a marketing cooperative for the benefit
of Farm Bureau members and other farm people.
On hand for the ceremonial event
was Louis Ison, Federation Presihigher prices for hogs, cattle and
dent, Mercer County.
sheep." The co-op originally had
The center will be built on land planned to handle only hogs, but
owned by the Farm Bureau about demands for handling sheep and
2/
1
2 miles south of Clinton on US 51, cattle caused a change in plans,
and will cost around $45,000. It will Ison stated.
be operated by the Ohio Valley ProThis will be the first marketing
ducers, a firm that now runs its co-operative of this type for the
own livestock sale center in Clinton. Kentucky Farm Bureau. Its only
"This area has demonstrated its other co-operative is for sale of
ability to produce a top quality walnut timber in Central and Easthog", said Ison, "and if this is ern Kentucky.
maintained, or the situation is improved, this center will be a great
JUNIOR HIGH GAME
asset."
The unbeaten Junior High basLucian Isbell, Hickman County, ketball squad of South Fulton will
Vice-President of the marketing as- play the Fulton Junior High team
sociation, pointed out that the new tonight (Thursday) at the South
center "will mean that farmers Fulton gym. Game time is 7:00
will have an opportunity to get p. m.

Seven -Hickman Families Joining
Forces To Build Their Own Homes
for families, who are unable to obtain the necessary funds to build a
home, to join forces and by working together, under competent supervision, build their own houses.
The group is now planning to
meet to arrange their work plans
and rules. Construction is due to begin once the families have finalized
their plans with Raymond Hogue of
Farmers Home Administration.

an animal as smart as this one,"
the vet said.
When pursued by dogs, coons employ many ruses, such as tapping
a tree with forepaws to leave a
scent or swimming a creek to break
a trail. Recalls a veteran hound-dog
man: "I have stood near an old
coon while he looked down from his
tree on a pack of dogs that couldn't
harm him, and I swear he grinned
and grinned and grinned."
Mother raccoons teach their young
— they usually arrive in groups
of four or five—to hunt, climb, fish,
and outwit their enemies. Nocturnal
by nature, coons prowl about the
banks of ponds and streams, hunt-

ing for frogs, crayfish, crabs, oysters, insects, or berries. Green corn
is a special seasonal treat.
Taste for Sweets
Raccoons will eat almost anything, however. A pampered coon
that found human friends in suburban Cleveland thrived on liver
sausage, ice cream, cake, and
candy bars.
Raccoons fatten themselves for
the winter months but do not hibernate. In cold country, they take
long naps, their ring-tails curled
over sharp muzzles and black button noses.
In spite of periodic depredations
the common raccoon, Procyon

Terry Beadles, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Beadles, Fulton, was
awarded the Sam Huey Scholarship
Award Monday night at the annual
University of Kentucky football banquet at Lexington.
This award is given annually to
the senior football player with the
highest scholastic standing for the
four years.

NFO Meeting Is
Set For Dresden
All Weakley County NFO members are urged, and visitors are invited, to attend the meeting Monday night, December 4, at 7:30
pm, in the Woodman of the World
Hall in Dresden. Last minute plans
will be made at this meeting for all
members possible to go to the National Convention in Louisville,
Kentucky, December rand 7.
Visitors are also invited to attend the convention in Louisville.
For further information concerning
the Convention, you may contact
Dukedom 469-5626.

Reelfoot State Park
Gets $100,000 Lodge

Carol Dunn Named
President Of"Sea
Mists" At MSU
Miss Carol Dunn, a senior at
Murray State University, has been
named President of this year's Sea
Mists, a swimming team at the
school.
She will direct the annual water
show of this synchronized swim
club next spring.
Miss Dunn is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Dunn, 405 Eddings Street, Fulton. She is majoring in physical education and English, and is a member of Sigma
Delta, honorary physical education
fraternity, and Kappa Delta social
sorority.

Approval of funds for construction
of a $100,000 lodge at Reelfoot Lake
State Park was announced this
week by the State Building Commission in Nashville.
The lodge, part of a planned program of continuing improvement at
The Chief Paduke Collectors Club
Reelfoot, will be constructed at the
airport to provide overnight accom- will sponsor a Flea Market all day
Sunday Dec. 3rd at the JayCee Civic
modations and a snack bar.
Center, Park Ave. and Benne, Paducah, Kentucky.
Items to buy, sell, or trade are:
Antiques, coins, ceramics, bottles,
Jim Beams, rocks, stamps, Guns,
Indian, Ray Harm Prints, edged
weapons, handicraft, Jap, Nazi,
Charles Walker Jr., President of watches, Antique jewelry, books,
the First Methodist MYF of Fulton, papers, documents, or anything
has been selected to represent the collectable.
church at the UN-Washington semiAdmission will be by donation
nar in Washington, D. C. December
with half to be given to a local
17-26.
charity.
Walker, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
0. C. Walker, West State Line road,
is a senior at South Fulton High
School.

Swap, Buy, Sell?
Visit "Flea Market"

Walker Selected
For Washington Trip

Despite Civilization, The Raccoon Lives Happily On
Finally the animal jumped to the
ground, and led frustrated rescurers
on a merry chase through downtown Washington, D. C.
High I. O.
Few animals are more cunning
or curious than the raccoons, the
National Geographic Society says.
Some scientists rank raccoons next
to monkeys and chimpanzees in intelligence.
A Maryland veterinarian supports
the view. Ile found a raccoon with
a broken paw waiting at his hospital door one morning. After treating the self-admitted patient, the
Marylander adopted him as a pet.
"You could get indigestion eating

Terry Beadles
Wins Scholarship
Award At UK

AND HERE IS WHY WE THINK
ANY DEFENSE OF THE ACTIONS
OF THE FISCAL COURT IN THE
MATTER IS NOT ONLY REPREHENSIBLE BUT A DEMONSTRATION OF HAPLESS WISHI-WASHINESS.
To review the matter of the court's
(Continued On Page Eight)

KFB Announces New Market Co-Op
At Clinton For Hogs, Sheep, Cattle

The Community Action Office has
announced that the following seven
families have been accepted by the
Farmers Home Administration for
self-help housing loans: Willie Ed
McFarland, Kenneth M. Sims, Willie C. Smith, Ernest MeCrain, Howell Logan Jones, Berger Crisp and
Ben H. Marney.
This program makes it possible

The Fulton High School honor rot
for, the second six weeks is as fot
lows:
Seniors - All A's: Ruth Ann Burnette, David Dunn, Carol Heithcock,
Jimmy Treas, Joyce Tucker; all
A's and/or B's: Carrie Campbell,
Rita Craven, Roma Foster, Kathy
Fulcher, Cindy Homra, Joe Hoodenpyle, Max Omar, Patsy Ray;
Juniors - All A's: Rita Adams,
Donna Wall; all A's and/or B's:
Jen Ray Browder, Susan Caldwell,
Rita Cash, Terry Dallas, Dee
Fields, Avery Hancock, David
Jones, James McCarthy, Kaye
Mann, Kathy Meacham, Nan Myers, Greg Veneklasen, Debbie
Wheeler, Debbie Wright;
Sophomores-All A's: Jan Dumas,
Karen Rice: all A's and/or B's:
Shelia Barron, Kim Homra, Cathy
McAlister, Shelia Owens, James
Pawlukiewicz, Faye Huddle-, Karen
Treas, Vicki Vowell, Clifford Warren, Marianna Weaks:
Freshmen - All A's: Janet Williamson; all A's and/or B's: Mike
Fenwick, Danny Glasgow, Ann Mahan, Paula Meketi, Allyson Miller;
Bob Nanney, Mark Napier, Louella
Puckett, Becky Smith, Mike Tate,
Tommy Taylor, Richard Thomas,
Kathy Wheeler.

Scouts, Leaders,
— To Hear Gardner

lotor, still roams much of North
America from southern Canada to
Panama.
The attractive little animal appeared in American literature and
lore at an early date. Captain John
Smith wrote in 1612, "There is a
beast they call Aroughcun, much
like the badger, but vseth to live on
trees as Squirrels doe."
Pioneers used coonskins in barter. In the old State of Franklin,
now eastern Tennessee, money was
so scarce that officials were paid
in pelts. The governor's secretary
received an annual salary of 500
coonskins.

Ro Gardner, Hickman Mayor
and publisher, will be the principal speaker at the Cherokee District
annual Appreciation dinner for
Scouts and adult leaders December
2 at the Park Terrace.
Boy Scouts, Cub Scouts and Explorers of Fulton, Obion and Hickman Counties will get together
with adults in Scouting for an evening of food, fun and recognition of
achievement. Activities begin at
7:00 p. m.
FABULOUS FOLLIES
The Union City B&PW Club will
present a musical variety show, the
"Fabulous Follies" Friday and Saturday nights of this week on stage
at the Obion County Central High
auditorium.

Los
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Food Costs -- Farm Prices Appear Not Tuned
To Modern Concepts Of Conducting Business
The Committee on Agriculture inaugurated 10 years ago a continuing
study into food cost trends, publishing,
from time to time, reports on farm to
retail price spreads and portraying the
relative positions of the farmer, the
processing and marketing systems, and
the urban consumer, in the total food
picture.
This study has drawn wide attention and the report. "Food Costs—
Farm Prices," issued each year, has
been expanded to embrace a broad
variety of information on agriculture.
This 1967 study, assembled from
official source material which brings
forward the statistical information on
the farm year 1966, shows that1. Not withstanding some improvement in farm income last year,
prices received by farmers in 1966 still
were 2 percent lower than such prices
10 years ago, in the 1947-49 base period; while prices paid by consumers
at retail, for food, increased 40 percent
in these 19 years. The net income of
farmers in 1966 was 5 percent below
the 1947-49 base period.
2. Due to the efficiency of farmers
and irrespective of the increased costs
of processing and marketing, food was
cheaper during 1966, in relation to
wages received by Americans, than in
any period or in any other country.
The average family spent only 18.1 percent of its income after taxes for food.
Study Made

Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
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the United States $4.00 per year.
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There are two kinds of people on earth today,

an increase of 233 percent,farm income
is down 9 percent.
Conditions Cannot Continue
This condition cannot continue.
Farmers cannot produce the abundance of food and fiber we need without
using modern techniques. These techniques are expensive. Our country and
our world may soon need increased
production. We can't have it unless
farmers can at least hope to get enough
for what they produce to pay for what
they put into its production.
Broke farmers cannot continue to
produce our present abundance, much
less increase production.
Prices now paid to farmers are not
sufficient to bring to and hold in agriculture the resources—people, fertile
and protected land, plant food and
chemicals, machinery, and other productive aids of science — to support
the efficiencies essential to maintain
abundant production. Each day we see
farmers quitting the farm and moving
to the city.-Each year we see farm boys
and girls graduate from college only to
take jobs in the city.
Our whole food supply will be endangered if we do not restore to agriculture prices which will enable farmers to stay in business and produce
abundantly.
Ours is a democracy and the masses of our people now live in the cities,
and as we seed remedies to insure continued abundance at reasonable prices
we must recognize that the political
power of our farm and ranch people
has diminished. Henceforward, farmers must depend upon Members of Congress and upon administrators representing urban constituencies and population for approval of farm policies
which are fair and equitable.
The ultimate decisions will be
made in the cities.
Therefore, it is important for city
people to understand that all of us will
suffer if we fail to appreciate the work,
the problems and the needs of agriculture.
Possibly four great farming corporations might well be able to produce all the food and fiber we need,
but they would certainly never do it for
anything like the small percent of the
consumer's disposable income which
between 3 and 4 million farmers are
now getting.
We need to pay our farmers
enough to make it possible for them to
feed and clothe our cities.
This is a land of plenty and we
want to keep it that way.
W. R. Poage, Chairman
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

While the study published here is
based upon statistics and facts of 1966
and prior years, this foreword must
take note of and give emphasis to distressing developments in agriculture
occuring in the first months of 1967.
Some of these developments are:
From August 1966 to April, agricultural prices suffered their sharpest
decline since the late 1920's and early
1930's.
Prices received by farmers in the
marketplaces dropped to the lowest
level in 33 years, in relation to the rest
of the economy. These prices decline
10 percent between August of 1966 and
April of 1967. Although there was some
recovery in May and June, the parity
ratio dipped in April to 72 percent, the
lowest for any month since 1934.
In other words, the prices received
in relation to the prices of
farmers,
by
things they must buy to produce their
crops and livestock and to live on the
farm, were in April of this year at the
lowest point in 33 years.
Meanwhile, during the past 20
years the hourly earning of industrial
workers have increased by 123 percent
and corporate average of farm prices
dropped by 11 per cent, comparing
1947 prices with prices in April of
1967.
Wheat, including the value of certificates under the wheat program, returned the farmer in the early months
of 1967 $2.14 a bushel, against $2.29 a
bushel the farmer received in 1947;
corn, $1.25 compared with $2.16 20
years ago; and cotton, including the
Government subsidy, has been bringing the farmer about 28 cents a pound
while in 1947 the price was around 32
cents.
The projected net income of agriculture for 1967 is $15.5 billion, compared to $17.1 billion in 1947. National
income is expected to reach $642 billion in 1967, compared to $199 in 1947.
Thus while the national income shows
A member of the Kentucky Press Associatiee

LIFTING AND LEANING

GRASSROOTS OPINION
OCALA, FLA., STAR-BANNER:
"An opinion survey reveals that most
Americans favor a cut in federal spending rather than increased taxes as a
means of controlling inflation. What
this shows is that more people are becoming aware of the real cause of the
rising inflation which is troubling our
country today . . . Do the politicians
want us to believe that giving them
more money to spend will result in a
lower cost of living — that is, a dollar
with more purchasing power?"
ANTIGO, WISC., JOURNAL:
"The prices charged for food are very
prominent in public attention today,
reflected most conspicuously in the
boycotts of supermarkets in some of
the larger cities. Few of the boycotters,
we suspect, are aware of the complexities of food pricing and so they tend,
either to blame the farmer as ultimate
producer, or to vent their indignation
on the last factor in the chain of suppliers, the retailer . . . Given least
thought of all is the part that inflation
and the reduced buying power of the
dollar are playing in the situation."

Just two kinds of people, nor more, I say.

The Parson
Speaks
SCRIPTURE READING:
Luke 3:1-18
TEXT:
"Whatsoever things were written
aforetime were written for our
learning, that we through patience
and comfort of the scriptures might
Romans IS:4,
have hope."
THE ADVENT GOSPEL

Not the good and the bad,for 'tis well understood
The good are half bad and the bad are half good.
Not the happy and sad, for the swift-flying years
Bring each man his laughter and each man his tears.
Not the rich and the poor, for to count a man's wealth
You must first know the state of his conscience and
health.
Not the humble and proud, for in life's busy span
Who puts on vain airs is not counted a man.
No The two kinds of people on earth I mean
Are the people who lift an

e people who lean.

Wherever you go you wffi fin the world's masses
Are ever divided in just these two classes.
And, strangely enough, you will find, too, I ween,
There is only one lifter to twenty who lean.
In which class are you? Are you easing the load
Of overtaxed lifters who toil down the road?
Or are you a leaner who lets others bear
Your portion of worry and labor and care?
— Ella Wheeler Wilcox

The key word of The Advent Gospel is fulfillment. The coming of
Christ was not an isolated event
but was closely related to what
went before. It was the crystallization of an undying hope into a historical fact.
IT WAS THE FULFILLMENT
OF PROPIIECY
The bringing to realization of all
the forelooking and anticipation:
awakened by prophetic souls to
whom was given the vision of the
better . day. These prophetic souls
had declared, "The dayspring from
on high shall visit us;" but those
who saw it declared, "The day-spring from on high bath visited
us." What to the pte-Christian generation was prophecy became,
when He appeared in flesh, history
and experience. This transition we
find illustrated in the single person
of the aged Simeon, who, seeing in
the babe in Mary's arms the future
deliverer of the race, had the swan
song of his ebbing life into one
of realized hope; so that he exultingly exclaimed, "Now lettest thou
thy servant depart, Lord: according
to thy word, in peace, for mine eyes
have seen thy salvation."
The outshowing fact: to wit, the
fact of the abiding Presence of God
in the world. Of that fact the Incarnation is the standing witness;
it signifies not the coming from
(Continued on Page Seven)
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bred chickens know that "shoo" call animals is the falsetto tone.
means "git."
Imagine calling a cat in a perNow isn't it funny that the identi- fectly normal voice. Some of the
cal sounds are used over such wide callers whom I have known imareas. So far as I can find out, proved on this by making the whole
the sounds I have mentioned are call musical and sonorous. Long
used over most of the South, the ago in this column I praised the
of Kentucky Folklore
southern Middle West, and, many hog-calling of a man who lived a
of them, elsewhere.
mile and more from my boardingA few people whom I have known house in Hickman County, but his
standard. Horses seem to demand
"CALLING ANIMALS"
have
devised
their
of
own
ways
hog-calling sounded out across the
"gee," "haw," "whoa," "Get up"
Though animals are called in
calling animals, but they have not big bottoms where the hogs roammany ways across the country, our (and its variants); and cows come interferred much with the tradi- ed and brought them safely back
culture area has a number of tra- up from the pasture when they hear tional folk ways that everybody home.
"sook." "Saw" may not be underA
ditional ways that seem universal stood by the cow herself, but every knows. friend of mine honks his
With a hundred cows in a pascar horn to call his numerous beef
among us. In recording folklore on fellow who has milked a cow knows cattle, and the cattle have learned ture now, how could you call them
tape I have quite often called for what it means. And, so far as I to associate that sound with food except collectively. I know one
ways to call the various farm ani- know, there is only one way to tell or salt. One man I knew would farm-worker who keeps up the
mals and have very rarely found a cow to go on down the lane to merely call the name of his dog, old custom, however, and his farany variations. Ninety-nine out of the pasture: "Huhy" (and its vari- pretty loudly, and the dog came reaching call seems to remind the
a hundred per cent of the ways ant spellings or forms). Pigs will instantly. A little boy would call cows that it Is milking-time.
You should hear him driving a
are identical with ours at Fidelity, come when "oo" is combined with his cat "Here, kitty," and the cat
a hundred and fifty miles farther "pig" or "pigee" and will scram came a-running. I have always few dozen big Holsteins to pasture.
west and in an area settled two when you say "soo-ey." Dogs come loved the story of the deaf man Somehow it seems like a nostalgic
generations later than was Mam- a-running when a certain whistle who accustomed his hogs to com- reminder of driving Old Jerse down
moth Cave and its region.
is given or when you say "here," ing to be fed when he would rap on the lane rather than a herd of cattle with pedigrees like a royal
The identical whistle to call except that just about everybody a tree with a stick. But these hogs
horses apepars in both areas. And says "he-uh." I suppose dogs like got a great workout when a com- family.
"quope" or "quup" is standard, a Southern pronunciation better. pany of woodpeckers moved in and
But what would an old-fashioned
too. All the language used to make Chickens know that food is avail- started work.
country home have been like if
A common characteristic in near- late afternoon came and no sonora horse go right or left, to increase able when you say "chick-chick"
his speed, or to stop are equally or some such rigmarole; and well- ly all words or expressions used to ous animal-calling could be heard?
tA111•1110111
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Turning Back The Clock-

urday, November 29, with a theatre party given by his
mother, Mrs. Bertes Pigue. A group of friends met at his
home and attended the Malco Theatre, after which they
were invited to Evans Drug Store for ice cream and
birthday cake. Those attending were Milton Owen
Exum, Bud White, Max McDade, Bobby Boaz, Charles
and Bailey Binford.
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Henry Jacobe was host Saturday night to a charade
party at the home of his aunt, Mrs. L. A. Clifton. An enjoyable evening was spent playing chartdes and at the
close of the games punch and cookies were served. Attending were Mr. and Mrs. Jack Snow, Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Hill, Miss Ann Porter of Bowling Green, Miss
Carolyn Duley, Bobby Snow and Miss Virginia'Hughes
of
elected
mayor
was
Squire"
McDade
"Marrying
of St. Louis.
the town of South Fulton last Tuesday by a beard-raisMilton
elected
were
Aldermen
ing margin of three votes.
Mrs. Bob White and Mrs. Frank Beadles w^re hosCounce, Henry Bethel, Virgil Davis, Floyd Bowen,
tesses to a lovely luncheon Friday at the Strata Club,
Clyde Fields and Hugh Barnes.
complimenting Miss Florence Smith of Atlanta, Mrs.
Robert W.Snow was recently elected vice president Askew of Whittier, Calif., and Mrs. Byron Blagg of
of residential service and ice sales for Kentucky Utili- Nashville. Guests attending were Mesdames Winfrey
Shepherd, Clarice Thorpe, Harvey Maddox, Louis
ties Company at the group's convention in Louisville.
Weaks, George Doyle, Elizabeth Snow and R. ILWade.
The Woman's Club held a Thanksgiving benefit
bridge party at the club home Tuesday night, with about
Austin Springs: Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis have
200 present. Lovely prizes were awarded to Mrs. C. H. rented Rube Vincent's farm and will
set up housekeepMcDaniel who had high score for the ladies in bridge and ing around New Year's Day. They
were
wed in autumn
to Mrs. Lawrence Holland for second high. Dr. Paul and since they returned from their
have re-•
honeymoon
Hamby
Roy
and
men
Williams had high score for the
sided with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Grant Bynum.
second high. Mrs. Frances Ashby received high score
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Hale_ Shanklin a fine young
prize for rook and Miss Elizabeth Witty received the lad at the Fulton
Hospital the past week.
high for bingo.

At Monday's meeting of the city council, six new
councilmen were sworn into office to guide the destinies
of the city administration for a two-year term. They are:
Bill Browning, J. Ward Johnson, G. B. Butterworth,
Don Hill, J. M. Martin and J. G. Varden.

Route Three, Fulton: Miss Naomi Williams was
honored on her 16th birthday with a surprise party given Saturday night at her home. Refreshments of sandwiches, pepsi-cola, ice cream and cake were served to
the guests.
On November 28 the friends of Mr. and Mrs. Carlie
Kindred gathered at the store of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams to celebrate Mr. Kindred's 54th birthday. Everyone enjoyed the evening playing games and talking over
Jerry Pigue was honored on his tenth birthday Sat- the day.

Miss Louise Reece, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Reece of Union City, and Wendell Butts, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul 13utts, were quietly married Sunday,
November 30, in the study of the First Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Graham, of Union City, were the
only attendants. After a southern wedding trip, the
couple will return to Fulton where they will make their
home.
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100% Attendance Record Is Being Maintained
By Chesnut Glade Home Demonstration Club

Homemaker Tests
Coming December 5

Page 3

DUKEDOM NEWS

Senior class girls in the high
several arrangements of feather
school here will be among more
flowers. The home furnishing leadthan a half million others in aper presented Mrs. Helen Wylie, who
proximately 15,000 high schools
showed a film of many different
across the country who will partielegant and beautiful periods of
cipate Tuesday, December 5, in a
furniture, with explanations of each.
written knowledge and attitude test
Mrs. Myrtle Temple, home mantouching on all phases of homeagement leader, gave a useful lesmaking.
son on the care of porcelain and
One of the girls will go on to
enamelekfurnishing, with an intermerit a $5,000 college scholarship
esting discussion by several memas Betty Crocker All-American
bers volunteering to tell experiHomemaker of Tomorrow. National
ences that were of interest.
runners-up will be granted $4,000,
Mrs. Fred Vaughan directed the
$3,000 and $2,000 scholarships, rerecreation, a Bible quiz, with Mrs. C. Hunter Green, vice-president of Southern Bell Telephone and Tele- spectively. State winners will be
Harvey Vaughan having the most
awarded $1,500 scholarships with
' state runners-up receiving $500
answers. The door prize was won graph Company, and Wells Lovett, chairman of the Public Service Corn.
by Mrs. Mattie Atkinson.
mission, tour the last manual exchange at Carlisle. Mr. Green explained grants. Winners in each local high
the operation of the old board and discussed its role in the history of' school will be presented specially
designed silver charms and will
telephone communications.
have their test papers entered in
state competition.
The girls wno take the test will
be entrants in the 1968 Betty Crock• McCONNELL NEWS
•
PILOT
OAK
er Search for the American HomeThe News takes pleasure in wishMrs. L. T. Caldwell 0
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
maker of Tomorrow, sponsored by
ing happy birthday to the followGeneral Mills, Inc.
ing friends:
The Adult Union Training Class
shine
were
glad
to
see
the
sun
We
December 1: Robert Lee, Mrs. of the Baptist Church enjoyed a
Saturday and Sinday, after such a
H. N. Strong; December 2; Stevie most enjoyable pot-luck supper
WORK AND THE EYES
dreary, gloomy week.
Waldrop; December 3: Charles S. Monday night, held in the church
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson had
Binford, Robert W. Holman, R. E. basement.
Boston — ..Dr. Albert E. Sloan,
as Thanksgiving guests their chil- eye surgeon at the Massachusetts
McGuire, Charles Reams, Amos
The Jewel Miller film strip is be- dren, Rev. and Mrs. N. L. CrittenRiley; December 4: William MitchEye and Ear Infirmary said the
ing shown at the Church of Christ den and daughters of Route 1, Covell, Mrs. Auzie Phelps;
best thing for your eyes is to use
on Wednesday nights. The first ser- ington, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr of
them. The doctor said that reading
December 5: J. T. Burrow, Ryan ies commenced last Wednesday
Transparent
Lone Oak and Rev. and Mrs. Rob- in poor light does not harm the
Hargrove; December 6: Barbara night and will continue for the next
Plastic
of
Hornsby.
ert
Emerson
and
Bob
eyes,
but improves the ability of the
Gilbert, Mrs. Jack Foster, J. C. four weeks. These services comMr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lowry and eye to use its potential to the fullMcAlister, Kirk Vowell, David mence at 7 p. m. The public is
family, of Memphis, visited his est.
White, David Winston; December cordially invited to attend.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry,
7: Mrs. J. B. Nanney, Susan Burentertained
Coates
Miss Carol
of Pilot Oak, and other relatives
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
row, Roy Morris.
her
Sunday
members
of
sixteen
over the week end.
35
Poor
I 34 .72"
Smith
Street
of
the
School
class
Mrs. Grace Lawrence of Wingo,
Plostk Shoot • Fibre Moulding • NJITS
READY TO TACK ON
Church of Christ, South Fulton, Route 1, is still a patient in the
WILLS ESTATE TO DOG
last Thursday night at her home Fulton Hospital and is not improvClayton, Mo. — Miss June Kiesel- here.
ing any.
horst willed her entire estate of
Mrs. Maggie Pankey spent
Mrs. Florence Hastings is hos$51,553 to her dog, Last Minute II. pitalized in the Volunteer Hospital Thanksgiving with her sister, Mrs.
Lake Street
Phone 472-1101 When the 9-year-old dog dies, the at Martin. We wish for her a speedy Ammie Seay of near Water Valley.
remainder of the estate will go to recovery and return to her home.
Mrs. Harry Yates is real sick in
Missouri Humane Society where
WE HAVE THE GENUINE the
Little Chad Isbell, grandson of Hillview Hospital. Some of her visishe adopted the dog two years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Coates, is hos- tors from here last week were Mr.
Ap
ilieTOP
pitalized at the Obion County Gen- and Mrs. B. H. Lowry, Mrs. Lexie
WINDOW
eral Hospital, Union City, with Floyd, Mr. and Mrs. John Yates
MATERIALS
pneumonia. We wish for little Chad and Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry.
HOLD IN HEAT - KEEP OUT COLD
Mrs. Ruth Weems and Mrs. Don
°woo., NUM glost—fof Span.
an early recovery.
sots I IN•ndows, Porch Enclosures
Stark were also guests Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long and
afternoon.
daughter, Evelyn, spent ThanksLEXAIGLASS
Mrs. Hattie Puckett returned
giving Day with their son, William
home Sunday, after visiting her son
LASS.O.NET
Earl Long, and family in Pierce.
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
E.-- WYR•0•GLAS
Mr. and Mrs. Carney Wrather Puckett, of Lone Oak.
and son of Mayfield and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody, of
iF7OSCREEN•GLAS
Mrs. Bobbie McConnell and daugh- near Water Valley, were guests of
Crystal Clear
I.IFLEX.OPANE
ter of Fulton spent Thanksgiving their daughter and family, Mr. and
Shatterproof Plastic
Day with Mr. and Mrs. Buck Wil- Mrs. Macon Work and sons, of
haucks. Mayfield on Thursday afternoon.
Only
Visitors in the home of Sam Other guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Main Street
Phone 472-3323
Welch over the week-end were: Mr. Ed Work of near Dukedom.
Mrs. Burton Jackson came home
and Mrs. Donald Joe Welch and
children and Rodney LeFlamme of from the Baptist Hospital in Memlee of Memphis, and Mrs. Effie phis Saturday, after several weeks
Als
.
4
f!o471;.
ha
Sharpe of Fulton.
stay there. Hope she continues to
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Ferguson and improve.
.e"
For-Windows,
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart Floyd and
daughters, Teresa and Vickie, and
-boors, Perches
spent Scotty, of Chicago, spent the
Ferguson
Mrs. Jordan
Breezeways
Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and Thanksgiving holidays with relaMrs. Ray Ferguson of Union City. tives in Kentucky.
Mrs. Alma Boulton visited with
Cat With Shears
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Smith
her daughter, Mrs. Woodrow AlderTack
Over
Pearl
WilScreens
and
Mrs.
of
Memphis
• CRYSTAL CLEAR
liams of California visited Mrs. dice, and husband in Marion last
• CUT,TACK, SEW or SEAL
Genuine FLEX-0-GLASS is the only
•HUNDREDS OF USES
Clara Blackwell Thanksgiving Day. week.
Ii,,. Ft
Mrs. Ruth Crittenden came home
phstic window material that carries
INDOORS & OUTDOORS $6 1.3.• •Wis
Maynard Ketner of Martin spent one day last week from a visit .tvith
2 year guarantee.The name
Sunday
with
Brad
Boggess.
FLEX-O-GLASS is printed on the
her son and family, Rev. and Mrs.
edge for your protection.
Relatives have received word Norman Crittenden, Susan and Nan
Chicago,
is
Wilson,
of
that Greenie
Lou, of Covington. Route 1, for
stardware
alumberSteres
hospitalized there and is in a very several days.
Everywhere
He
is
the
brother
critical
condition.
Jurors.,
Jesse Butler, of near Pilot Oak,
Plastic
of Mrs. L. T. CaldWell and Mrs. passed away Sunday morning in
21.11211
Veneida Moss of this vicinity.
the Fulton Hospital, following a
Phone 472.1434
501 Walnut
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell and daughter, long illness. Jackson Funeral
Anna Lou, spent Friday in Hick- Home, of Dukedom, is in charge of
man and Union City.
arrangements. Our sympathy goes
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Faulkner out to the family.
and sons, Jamie and Jason Todd,
visited his sister, Mrs. Johnnie
SPANISH COINS FOUND
Menees, and husband of Memphis
Cocoa, Kla. — Divers from the
over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Austin and Real Eight Corporation have found
son, Tommie Allen, spent Thanks- a chest containing Silver pieces of
giving Day with her mother in eight yarded at $60,000 or $90,000 on
the sandy_ bottom of the Atlantic
Mississippi.
Ocean. Ten Spanish ships sank off
the Florida coast in a hurricane two
Subscribe To The News centuries ago.
The good attendance record was
continued by the members of the
Chestnut Glade Home Demonstration Club when they met in the
home of Mrs. Myrtle Temple with
one hundred percent members and
two visitors, Mrs. Mattie Atkinson
and Mrs. Calvin Thomas, present
for the regular November meeting.
The song, "America," was directed by Mrs. W. C. Morrison.
The devotional was given by Mrs.
Lucy Gibbs, using the topic "A
Thankful Heart," with appropriate
scripture selections. The prayer
was by Mrs. Mattie Atkinson.
Each members answered the roll
call by giving the number of visitors they had brought fo the club
meetings this year.
Plans were made by ten members
to attend the achievement luncheon
at the Martin Elementary Cafeteria
on December 2.
The craft leader, Mrs. Jim
Burke, showed several clever
Christmas gift ideas and showed

Happy Birthday

STORM
WINDOW
KiT

QUALITY

The Missions Committee of Good
Springs invites everyone to join
them Friday night, December 1,
at 7:30 in meeting at the church.
Rev. Oren Stover suggests that
everyone bring questions, which
will be the basis for the discusSion.
Carl Westbrook has gone to West
Tennessee Tuberculosis Hospital in
Memphis for several weeks stay for
tests and observation. Cards may
be sent to him at the above hospital, 842 Jefferson Ave., Memphis,
Tenn. 38103,
Mrs. Maggie House, who recently sold her home in Dukedom to
Stanley Ford, will soon be occupying her trailer home on the lot near
her daughter, Mrs. Richard Rose.
Fire destroyed the corn and storage bin belonging to Joe Wilds on
his hog farm recently.
The Dukedom Homemakers, in
their meeting with Mrs. Jim Brown
last week, made plans for an all
UK ASSEMBLY
day visit to the Weakky County
The University of- Kentucky AsNursing Home on Friday, Decem- sembly includes all faculty and
ber 9. They will present a play, staff members.

FOR YOUR HOLIDAY NEEDS
VISIT THE KEG

To Anyone On The Fulton Electric System Lines
Who Purchases A New
ELECTRIC DRYER or WASHING MACHINE

in the City of Fulton, Ky. from
DEC. 1st To DEC. 31st, 1967

'L

A. HUDDLESTON CO.

MAKES YOUR HOME
- WINTER-110
PRAfT EPEE

33;

and enjoy a true
bourbon of
Hiram Walker
quality.
Relax. Spend ten minutes with
Ten High.Sip it slow and easy.
Discover 86 proof straight Bourbon
whiskey all over again. Hiram
Walker style. At a welcome price!

Hiram Walker§

Mrs. Hillman Westbrook

"What Will The Toys Say?", trim
the tree for the home and serve
refreshments of punch and cookies
in the afternoon. Dukedom community is very proud of this active
club and all the helpful things they
are doing:.
Miss Ruth Darnell of Neoga, Ill.,
spent Thanksgiving week-end with
her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell.
Eighteen members of the family
of Mrs. Hillman Westbrook had
Thanksgiving dinner with her and
Mr. Westbrook, this being every
member of the family except one
niece.
Fonnie Reea is not quite so well
at his home and is taking treatment,
from his doctor in Martin.
We were happy that Henry Poi
has sufficiently recovered from re
cent surgery to be able to be present at Sunday School on Sunday.
Also, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Work
were present and we were glad she
is able to be out after operation in
Baptist Hospital at Paducah.

Fulton Electric System Will Give Away FREE
AN AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC YARD LIGHT

Fulton Hdwe. & Fun.

VA,
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tired of being

%RAM WALKERS

•

Ten High
Your best bourbon buy

'EN HIOP
"k4;6;41i0j0°'
WHISKEY
Ater*

$2.50 Pt' $4.00 4/5 GIL
Full Quart $5.00
(Tax Included)
86 PROOF • 100 PROOF. BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC. PEORIA. ILL.

Sure ... you're tired of being just another
... we all are( BUT .. at the
-number.
Wonderful Woodner Hotel, from registration
to cheek out you enjoy an individuality so
'scarce today. You're YOU ... not just
another number. We much prefer the real live
person to the number any day. We think you'll
like it better, too. Try it some time, won't you!!
REGENCY ROOM—For Excellent Cocktails, Dining, Dancing
THE BEVERLY LOUNGE
Telephone: HUdson 3-4400
Tel•type: 202-965-0506
p

A

Why not join the swingers on washday? Your automatic electric washer
takes over the family wash. You can waltz — or even do the Highland
fling, if you like — while it takes on permanent-press garments, heavy
work clothes, delicate lingerie, shag rugs, drapes. You name it, your automatic washer washes it.
Dance washday blues away! See your dealer today for an automatic
electric washer.

onnummiiimmiiiimmoriumamommirmummmuniifinumourmintmmirrnurnmunninumum.mmmuniminir,

iimiwzmoma,

ODNER HOTEL

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

Seal SIXTEINTH STREET, NORTHWEST

"OWNED BY THE PEOPLE OF FULTON"

WASHINGTON,D.C. 20010
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Deaths
Jesse H.Butler

Charles A. Rice

The Festival On Review

.
Jesse H. Buller died in the Fulton
71rtrIveszer—
Funeral services for Charles
7.7.InIFIMEIPTV,MMMI.VT..
W.....WX
'
7
Hospital Sunday, November 26, fol- Avery Rice
(Because of circumstances beyo
were held on Friday.
nd
contr
our
ol
the
lowing a long illness.
News was unable to publish a photographic suppleme
November 24, in Hornbeak Funeral
year, as in the past. However,from
nt this
week to week we sh all publish photos
Funeral services were held Tues- Home chapel, with Rev.
George
of some of the interesting events.
Duplicate 8 x 10 copies of the photos
day, November 28 in the Mount Comes, pastor of the First
may be ordered at $1.50 each.)
MethoPleasant Church of Christ, with dist Church, officiating. Burial
was
burial in the church cemetery. in Greenlea Cemetery.
Jackson Funeral Home was in
Mr. Rice, 57, died Wednesday,
charge.
November 22, in the Obion County
Gener
al Hospital in Union City, folMr. Butler 75, was a farmer,
residing on Route 2, Water Valley. lowing a long illness.
Born in Hickman, he was the son
Ile was the son of the late Samuel
and Laura Fortner Butler, and was of E. C. and Ada Clark Rice. He
a member of the Mount Pleasant was a member of the First Methodist Church, the Morman B. Daniel
Church of Christ.
Surviving are tus wife, Mrs. Sunday School Class and the official
Annie Butler;ione son, Herbert But- board. He was a veteran of World
ler of Route 3, Fulton; one daugh- War H and was a member of Marter, Mrs. Robert Harris of Lincoln shall Alexander Post No. 72,
Park, Mich.; four sisters, Mrs. American Legion. He was a partner_
Collins Holland of Paducah, Mrs. in Carter-Rice Men's Store for
Jim Gargus of Route 2, Wingo, many years and was owner and
Mrs. Annie Maxwell of St. Louis operator of Simons' Paint and Walland Mrs. Fannie Puckett of Wash- paper Store for the past several
ington, D. C., and two grandchil- years.
Surviving are his wife, the fordren.
mer Elizabeth Carter; two sons,
Charles A. Rice, Jr., with the Air
Force at Dyess AFB, Abilen
e,
Texas, and John C. Rice, in the
Philippines with the U. S. Navy;
Lynn G. Gallahan died Monday, two brothers,
Lexie Rice of Fulton
November 27, in the Graham Nurs- and Dee Rice
of Orlando, Fla.; four
ing Home at Paducah.
sisters, Mrs. Russell Rudd of
FulFuneral services were held Tues- ton, Miss Bertie
Mae Rice and Mrs.
day, November 28, in Jones Funeral Dee L. McNeil
l of Hickman, and
Home at LaCenter. Burial was in Mrs. C. B.
Parrish of Muncie, Ind.
Fairview Cemetery in Fulton.
One brother, Edward
Mr. Callahan, a native Fultonian, ceded him in death. C. Rice, prelived at Bandana, Ky. He was
a
member of Pleasant Valley Cumberland Presbyterian Church in
Ballard County and of the North
Ballard Masonic Lodge No. 537,
F&AM.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Mavis Callahan; several nieces
and nephews, including Norma
n
Houston of Fulton, and a sister-inMiss Janie :Murchison and
law, Mrs. Earl Taylor, of Fulton
Mr.
.
Jesse Jones, whose marri
age will
be solemnized December
30, were
honored with a wedding showe
r Friday night, November 24,
at the
Crutchfield Methodist Churc
h. HosHubert K. Bennett died Friday tesses
night, November 24, in the Fulton Mrs. were Mrs. Macon Shelton,
Harol
d
Byrd,
Mrs. Cloyce
Hospital, following a short illness.
Veatch,
Funeral services were -held in the Caroly Mrs. Fort Dillon, Miss
n
Dillon
and
Mrs.
Gene HowHornbeak Funeral Home chapel ard.
Sunday afternoon, November 26,
Miss Vicki Murchison,
sister of
with Rev. Henry Hanna, pastor of the
bride-elect, presided at the
the First Christian Church, officiat- ister.
reging. Burial was in Fairview CemeThe bride-elect chose a
trousseau
tery.
frock
Mr. Bennett, 85, was a retired wore of yellow and white knit and
a gift corsage of yellow
merchant and was associated with
chrysanthemums.
his son, Charles Robert Bennett, in
Mrs. _Harold Byrd entertained
the Cities Service in Fulton until
the
guests with appropriate games
, afrecently. He was a member of the ter
which the honored guests openFirst Christian Church.
Beauty is as Beauty Tastes . ... is the captio
ed their many lovely gifts.
n of this photo as Miss Judy Tindle of Tayl
He was born in Huntingdon,
orsville, the Kentucky Dairy Princess,
Milk Compariv
The refreshment table was
accepts a delicious serving of that famou
pudding, rn4. n a ton-lot during each Festiv
covTenn., the son of the late Charles
s Pure
al time. The gent doing the serving in the
ered with a lace cloth and center
background is David Phelps of the Pure
ed
S. and Melissa Bennett and had with
Milk Co.
an antique silver compote
of
lived in Fulton most of his life. He
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was married to the former Miss
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tNell Nichols, who survives.
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Surviving, in addition to his wife Dillon were used. Miss Carolyn
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and son, are two granddaughters,
Mrs. Robert Lindsay of Fort Gordon, Ga., and Miss Betty Bennett of
THANKSGIVING GUESTS
Fulton, a student at the University
Mr. ahd Mrs. R. L. Hitchcock and
of Kentucky, and a great-grandson,
Robin Lindsay. A brother, Ernest Robert Lee and Mr. and Mrs.
James Wyatt, of Louisville, spent
Bennett, preceded him in death.
the Thanksgiving holidays with Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Graham at their
Subscribe To The News home in Highla
nds.

Lynn Callahan

Janie Murchison
Given Shower
At Crutchfield

Hubert K. Bennett
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CHRISTMAS SPRIT!

The United City Florists
cordially invite you to their

CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE
3 P. M. to 5 P. M.Sunday, December 3. and
All Day Monday, December 4th.
(Register for door prizes at each
of the following):

JOY LYNN FLOWER SHOP
Walnut Street

472-1316

MAC and FAY FLOWER SHOP
Collinwood

479-2811
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SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE
Carr and Commercial

S. P.

472-1577

140 b

Refreshments To Be Served This Year At—

BILLY & ANN'S FLOWERLAND
Commercial Ave

472-1264

Dr. Eulogio Quintero, vice minister of educat
ion for the Republic of Panama (far right) never
failed to hold his audience spell-bound
he went, even though his knowledge of the Englis
everywhere
h language was rather limited. Shown here, enjoyi
ng a good story at • reception held
home of the Paul Westpttelings for
at the
the visiting guests, are: Susan Minis, of Washington, interp
reter for Senora Vivienne de Solis,
Thomas and Mrs. Westpheling In the backg
Mrs. Charlie
round are: left to right, Mrs. Glynn Bushart
and Dr. Bushart, an exchange grante
Adams.
e and Bill

—Armst
—Vinyl
—Down
—Uphol
Anflq
— Vlki •
—Jim

imous Pure

Red Cross
Volunteers
Meet At Derby

Red Cross volunteers who perform
services in the Fulton hospitals
and nursing homes. The meeting
was for discussion and instructions
in connection wCh change of assignments.

Following this meeting, Mrs.
Jewell McClain, Mrs. Ima Phelps,
Mrs. Glynn Bushart was in Mrs. Mildred Sellars and Mrs.
charge of a meeting at the Derby Betty Rhodes, all volunteers from
on Tuesday, November 21, with Fulton, reported on the Western

Kentucky Chapters of the National
American Red Cross commemoration of Fifty Golden Years, the program being held at Fort Campbell
recently.
The theme of this meeting was
"Help Us Help" and the keynote
address was given by John C. Wilson, Executive Vice President,
American National Red Cross.
Following the presentation of

-AAre care
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Carrol Schrader, James Batson Are
Wed In Methodist Church On Friday
Arrangements of red poinsettias
and greenery softly illuminated
from tiers of gleaming tapers formed the beautiful background for the
- wedding of Miss Carrot Elaine
Schrader and James Allen Batson,
both of Memphis, on Friday. November 24, at 7:30 in the evening in
the First Methodist Church at Fulton. The couple's parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Schrader of 2200
Evergreen Drive. Union City and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Joseph Batson
of 3.525 Van Winkle Circle, Chattanooga.
White tapers in brass spiral holders flanked by other seven-branched candelabra were set before the
choir railing banked with jade,
while the pews along the aisles
were marked with hurricane lamps
tied with red velvet grapes and pine
greenery.
The Rev. George Comes Jr.,
church pastor, officiated at the
double ring ceremony and nuptial
music was presented by Mrs. Robert Seifert, organist, and Mr. and
Mrs. Buddy Roberts, vocalists.
Given in marriage by her father,
the lovely young bride was wearing
an elegant gown of imported delustered satin and Alencon lace.
The empire design was fashioned
with a moulded bodice secured
down the back with tiny buttons and
with a sweetheart neckline outlined
with natural scallops of lace reembroidered with seed pearls and
sequins. Her long fitted sleeves
ended in calla points over the
wrists and were fastened with
miniature buttons. Motifs of the reembroidered lace were appliqued
down the front of the bodice and
down either side of the A-line skirt.
Her chapel train, trimmed with
scallops of the lace, was secured at
the high waistline with a large flat
bow. Her bouffant shoulder length
veil of misty illusion fell from a
cluster et organza loops with crystal and sequined lace coming to a
point in front. She wore a diamond
pendant and carried three white
orchids surrounded with glamelias.
seed pearls and tulle and showered
with satin ribbon streamers.
Mrs. Donald Glover of Martin, a
Chi Omega Sorority sister and a
roommate of the bride when they
attended the University of Tennessee at Martin, served as matron of
honor. Bridesmaids were Miss
Barbara Johnson of Memphis, a
sorority sister, and Miss Jayne Ann
Cox of Memphis and Union City, a
roommate of the bride at Memphis
State.
.
Mr. Batson served his son as best
man and ushers were Robert J. Batson of Knoxville, a brother of the
bridegroom, and Dennis Schrader
of Union City, a brother of the
bride.
Following the wedding Mr. and

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 broadway, South Fulton
Phone 4791364
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
— Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern
Antique
— Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints

Mrs. Schrader, assisted by Mr. and
Mrs. John Simrell, were hosts at a
reception at the Biltmore for the
wedding party and out of town
guests.
Mrs. Bill Karnuth of Nashville
and Mrs. James Seim of Ames,
Iowa presided at the punch bowl,
while Mrs. Donald Schwank of
Palatine, Ill., and Miss Becky Seim
of Ames, Iowa, cut and served the
cake.
When the couple left on a honeymoon to Kentucky Lake the bride
was wearing a chic blue coat dress
sparked with camel accessories and
the orchid from her bouquet.
They now live at 2900 Barron
Street, Memphis, where the bridegroom is employed at St. Joseph's
Hospital and the bride will continue
her studies at Memphis State University where she is doing graduate
work in physical education.
Among out of town guests at the
wedding and reception were Mr.
and Mrs. James Seim, Becky and
Janet of Ames, Iowa, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Schwank and Holly of Palatine, ill., Mrs. Lester Rasmussen
and Linda and Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Inglett and Tami of Decorah, Iowa,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Batson and
Mr. and Mrs. T. N. Boswell of Chattanooga.
Robert Batson Jr. and Miss
Becky Nanny of Knoxville, Mrs.
Steve Batson of Erin, Tenn., and
Mrs. Mary Dickinson of Nashville,
grandmothers of the bridegroom,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Karnuth, Mr.
and Mrs. Bryan Frey, Debbie and
Peggy, Lee Frey, and Miss Sherrie
Goodpasture, of Nashville.
Miss Dianna Carrol and Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Ward of Memphis, Mr.
and Mrs. L. L. Roberts, Lisa and
Carolyn of Huntsville, Ala., Mr. and
Mrs. John Dickinson Jr., John III
and Dee Ann of Marietta, Ga., Mr.
and Mrs. Russel Tuck of Bradford,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Joyner and
John Roberts of Auburn, Ala., Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Crawford of Dresden, and Robert McCauley of Waverly.

colors by the 101st Airborne Division Color Guard, Fort Campbell,
the four volunteers from Fulton
participated in the Parade of Red
Cross flags. During the luncheon
session a musical program was
given by members of the 101st Airborne Division band.

Workshop sessions were held i
the afternoon, which were attendet
by the Fulton ladies.
IT STILL 15
Western State College at BOWlin'
Green stands on a hill which one.
was a Confederate fort.

-RIGHT"
'SUPER
BEEr QUALITY
FULLY MATURED

pffctical
gLat's pdctically
perfect
Mrs. James Allen Batson
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Here's a practical gift, that's practically perfect:
an A&P Gift Certificate.

FRYERS
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED FRESH

Chicken
Parts
FROZEN
U.S.D.A.

A handsome certificate with a mailing envelope,
available in all A&P stores all year long.
Offered in $5 and 810 denominations,these gift certificates
will be honored in any A&P store in the United States.

LI.

LB.

LB

A&P FRESH

1/4 Pork
Loin

SLICED INTO CHOPS

To some, a practical gift
is as welcome as a rainy weekend.
To others, it's just the right answer.

T-BONE

SIRLOIN

ROUND

394,

Whole
LB.3it LB.

CUT UP
OR SPLIT

NO LIMIT NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

When you think about it,
practically anyone who buys food would welcome it.
And here's the best part— no one can ever get too many of them.

Blueberry Pie

COPYRIGHT t 1966,THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO. INC.

SAVE 16C

4--

BANANAS
LB 104
POTATOES
RUSSET
"AN ALP
PRODUCE
VALUE"

U.S. #1

33c
3
56

LUX
BAR SOAP

49

White Bread
(SAVE 9e)

ANGEL FOOD

Cake
EA.

39c

HY-POWER

TAMALES
3 28-oz. Cans

200z.89
LVES.

$1.00

A&P Cii-bgato4
EIGHT O'CLOCK

CT. PKG.

Rath Bon

Liquid

Dove

22-0. Bottle

390

Lifebuoy Soap..2

Bath Ban

Bath Ban

Lux Soap 2 29; Phase I1lSoap..2 1047
Praise Soap..2 sos 390 Ai;ie X Soap 2.0s370
Bath Ilan

Expert From UK
Aids Swiss Unit
William Skees, manager of
operating systems at the University
of Kentucky Computing Center, recently returned from Switzerland
where he helped with the design
stages of a computer system at a
university there.
The Polytechnique Institute of
the University of Lausanne is developing programs for remote processing using the IBM 1050 and the
IBM 7040 computers.
Skees' trip was sponsored jointly
by the IBM Corporation and the
University of Lausanne. He reported that some of the technology
which will be used at the Swiss university was pioneered at UK in 1965
by the Computing Center's staff.
The UK Computing Center recently acquired a Calcomp Digital
Plotting System Model 663 Incremental Plotter and a Model 760
off-line tape drive.
SWISS MOVEMENT
A Swiss colony was settled seven
miles west of the present site of
London, Ky., in the early 18130's.

BATHROOM 4-ROLL PKG.35c
FACIAL
CT.
200
2
Tissue
53t
Charmin
BOXES
Puffs Tissue
Nescafe
'White Cloud
-) Gold Medal
MONTE
DEL
Peas
'743" 27c Pears
25 LB. FLOUR

I-Lb.

C
Plain Self Rhino
,5-02. 194 Fruit Cocktail
Spinach
49
Tomato Juice4-o-37t Prune Juice --27"24"2
Can36

Can

• FEMININE HYGIENE SALE!

•

9

•

INSTANT COFFEE

10 OZ. $28
JAR

BATHROOM TISSUE

2thts49C

3 61

•
BOX
OF
12
LB. CAN
CHOICE!,
100
BOX OF 12 FOR
g
Shortening
BOX OF 10
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SAT.DEC.2

Kotex Sanitary Napkins
Ferns Sanitary Napkins
Kotex Tampon's

Kraft Mayonnaise
QUART JAR
AANGNE

C

.554)

58c

YOUR it

Pillsbury Cake Mix
6-VARIET1ERS
19-0Z.

)Box

/SAVE
ii

29c

A&P Cottage Cheese
(SAVE 6)

2 c`T`. 59

I'age
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Physics Students Probe Into Theories
Relating Ideas Of Matter And Energy
From The FHS "KENNEL"
Physics is the fundamental
science of the natural world. What
causes the colors of the rainbow?
Why do you see a lightning flash
before you hear the thunder? What
holds up an airplane? The answers
to these and many other questions
concerning nature, so far as science
knows them, are a part of physics.
It is the science which tells us the
"how" and "why" of the world of
non-living objects that we see all
about us.
Physics plays a very large part in

Roma Foster is caught in the middle of a heated discussion. Terry Dallas, Nan Myers, Roma and Ray Martin express their different views
.n the forum below.

Evaluation Of Courses Is Questioned
From The FHS "KENNEL"

and which are the so-called "snap"
courses. There will never be a fair
solution to the problem as long as
students have the choice to pick
subjects they want to take because
there will always be some one who
will rely on the easier way out.
RAY MARTIN:
Some people feel that our system
of grading and credits is unfair. I
have to disagree. True, it is possible to coast through high school.
Some people try to take all the easy,
or "snap" courses after they are
through with their required courses.
The only person they cheat is themselves. However, the good student
takes the courses that will best prepare him for college and life after.
A person should find the subject
that interests him most and work
hard on them. The person that majors in social studies should go
ahead and try to further himself in
this field. It would be quite unfair
to give him less credit for his
time and study than a person
majoring in math.
NAN MYERS:
Yes! Because it would be impossible to separate the easier courses
from the harder ones. The degree
of difficulty varies with each student. Therefore we would have no
way of giving different values to
courses considered easy and those
considered hard.
Even if different valises were
given for grades depending on the
courses, it could be damaging.
Some students, knowing the grade
wouldn't count as much toward the
final average, might be less inclined to work.

Question: Should the grades of all
courses count the same toward a
final grade?
TERRY DALLAS:
The United States was founded on
the premise that a man's rewards
should equal his labors-the harder
he worked the more he got, supPosedly. Shouldn't schools adopt
the same system? Should the
"harder" courses carry more credfts than the others? In my opinion,
yes! It seems unfortunate and unfair that students taking chemistry, trigonometry, physics, • me' lianical drawing, and biology
should have their overall standing
:n school compared to those stuJents whose hardest courses were
Home Ec. II or advanced P. E.
When I first stated that harder
courses should carry more credits,
I advocate raising the credit value
•-if the harder subjects, not lowering the value of the others. Those
subjects I consider hard enough to
rank a gain in credits are chemis'ry, trigonometry and calculus,
physics, mechanical drawing, and
Possibly biology.
ROMA FOSTER:
No. I personally think that any
student who has the initiative to
take the more advanced courses
which are offered at his high school
should be given some type of extra
credit.
It is hard for a student who has
to study for hours every night because he is taking harder subjects
to console himself with the fact
that he is preparing himself better
for college when one of his classmates never has to study, yet
makes just as good grades because
his is taking the simpler subjects
offered. But the problem is who decides and how do they decide which
subjects are the more advanced

SPECIAL LOANS
The University of Kentucky has
Professions
established
Health
Student Loan Programs for students in the Colleges of Medicine
and Dentistry.

Old Medley is bourbon in the
finest traditions of Old Kentucky
Especially made by
Fleischmann to be smooth and
mellow-a 90 proof bourbon
remarkably rich in flavor and
character. Yet you'll find it
surprisingly modest in price.
For bourbon you'll be proud to

serve, ask for Old Medley.

$4.25 Fifth

'BRAND
C4
r -tel,eidy

el?

--rigrerWew Iaide,
.I s;
lanwaltota•AnWoolt

10 Pro01. Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey.
DIN11144 by 60 N•teohicann Mingling Corporation, Owensboro, Kentucky.
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• PIERCE STATION
Sy

DUE IN 1969--This architect's drawing shows the new physical education
facility which Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, hopes to have ready for
use at the start of the fall term in 1969. The building will contain physical education teaching rooms, academic classrooms and a large public assembly arena.
The slanted roof on the opposite side will serve as a football stadium with 15,600
spectator seats. The playing field can be seen at the right rear. Cost of the
facility is estimated at $3.8 million.

A MARKET FOR PULPWOOD
Interest in forestry in general,
and pulpwood in particular has increased since the announcement of
our new Paper Mill at Quigly, Kentucky. The West Virginia Pulp and
Paper Company has certainly been
of great interest to our forestry
community. Since Kentucky forests
cover approximately 48 per cent of
the total land area much emphasis
will be placed on -proper harvest of
wood products in the future.
I have been asked many, many
times - will I be able to sell the
trees when they mature? I have always been optimistic as to marketing the thousands of pine and hardwood trees planted each season.
In the early 1950's, Kentucky
planted less than one million seedlings. Within five years this figure
had increased to 70 million seedlings. Kentucky has made great
progress in forestry and particularly in pine plantings since 1950.
Now that we have a new market
for pulpwood more plantings of
pine will be required in order to
supply the need for this giant
Paper Mill.
Tree planting is hard work, and
I think we need to take a look at
some of the methods of planting.
Hand planting is very effective
but survival is often 1.w• where experienced planters have not demonstrated exactly how the job should
be done. This article is not the
place for a tree planting demonstration by hand, but I will give you a
few pointers that might help. The
major cause of tree mortality in
the spring is the planter not having
a deep enough trench for the tree
root, another reason is the dry weather during the first year. We cannot do anything about the weather,
but we should correct the depth
of planting as well as the care of
seedlings before and during planting operations.
When you first receive trees for
your farm and cannot plant them
within 3 to 5 days, trench them out
and wet the ground around the roots
and keep them wet. There are directions in the package as to method of trenching out and they
should be followed to the letter.
For temporary storage use a cool,
dark place and wet roots if they
are dry.
When planting time does come
around, be sure and NEVER LET
THE ROOTS DRY! Once the tree
root dries the root hairs will no
longer take in food and moisture
and the tree is dead. If possible,
always plant the trees from water.
Do not carry a handful of trees
across the field. Pack the soil firmly around the new tree. If the tree
roots are not long enough for the
trench just cut the bottom two
inches off the seedling. It is much,
much better to root prune than
have the root to be turned up. If
the root is turned back in the
trench, we call this "J" root and
the tree will soon die. Special care
should always be taken in windy
weather, as drying time in the wind
and sun is cut 75 per cent.
To help in correcting some of the
planting ills and assist farmers in
planting trees the Illinois Central
Railroad built a light weight tree
planter and it is available to farmers in this area who desire to plant
pine trees.
This machine will plant an average of one thousand trees per hour
under normal conditions. The two
man crew can plant in one hour
what would take him all day to

plant by hand and at the same time
do a better job of planting. In the
care of seedlings the same rule applies to machine work also, the only
difference being, at the end of the
day the planting machine is working at the same depth as it did in
the morning, which is not always
true with hand planting.
In planting with machines, the
tractor driver is very important as
he controls the depth of planting
and should be alert for stumps and
othe? trouble spots, since the man
riding the planter must be watching to keep the roots straight and
see that the planting is done properly.
It is time now to be thinking
about pine tree orders for next
spring - contact your District Forester, your Soil Conservation Service or your Extension Office for
information concerning ordering
pine trees.
If you have a field of one acre to
twenty acres by all means consider
planting pine trees for future forests.

UP-TO-DATE
The Department of Chemistry at
the Universitly of Kentucky occupies approximately three-fifths of
the Chemistry-Physics Building-a
building that provides modern, upto-date facilities for research and
academic pursuits.

Smart Producers
Keep Hog Weight
Down: Scherer
by Charles W. Scherer
Area Extension Swine Specialist
With a record high crop of corn
and a relatively low price of corn,
it is very tempting to feed hogs to
heavier weights.
There are several factors that
swine producers must consider in
making the decision to market at
210 - 220 pounds or feed to heavier
weights.
1. Growtn anove 210 pounds is
primarily in the form of fat.
2. The cost of gain is much greater at weights above 210 pounds.
Feed conversion will be no better
than 5 or 6 pounds of feed per
pound of gain in live weight.
3. Heavier hogs are discounted in
price. The additional weight is primarily fat. There is no demand for
fat. Also, the wholesale and retail
lean cuts from heavier hogs are not
in the weight range desired by the
consumer.
Basically feeding hogs to heavier
weights means that the swine producer will spend $20 to produce 100
pounds of fat that is worth only $6
to the packer.

IntSt. Louis...

THE
HILTON INN
IS A
HONEYMOON
HIDE-AWAY!
Hide away In a luxurious chalet on our
adjacent to the Municipal
12 acres
Airport. There's tennis and shuffle board
courts and a swimming pool. You'll love
your "honcyroom", complete with patio
or balcony, gift bottle of champagne
and snack in your room. Munch a complimentary brunch for two ...and taka
your actual registration card and a rooms
key as souvenirs when you Wave. Yours
for just $24.50 a night.

Adjacent to
Municipal Airport
on Interstate 70

VI CALL 314-426-5500
or write for Honeymoon Brochure, or tor 14
vance, private reservations Hilton Inn, PA
Box 6127 Lambert Field Branch, St. Louis,

Mrs.

Charism Levee

The joint Thanksgiving service
between Johnson's Grove and
Chapel Hill was attended by a large
crowd and everyone enjoyed it. A
quartet from Dresden was there
and did some fine numbers; also,
Luster Taylor from Lawrenceburg,
Tenn., did some fine singing.
Frankie Ferguson, of Irving,
Texas, spent the week end here.
His family have returned home
with him, after a three weeks visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Lowe. Mrs. Lowe, daughter
Jane and children, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Copeland, at Mayfield,
one afternoon last week.
Mrs. Bud Stem attended the
Golden Wedding anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Miles near Martin,
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. William Greer's
Thanksgiving dinner guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond and
son from Nashville, Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Alford, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Alford and children from Dyersburg. Miss Pamela Greer, a
student at UT, Knoxville, also spent
the week end with home folks.
Thanksgiving dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. William Long were
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long and daughter of McConnell, Mrs. Mildred
Freeman of Fulton, David Long.
from UT Knoxville and DeWitt Matthews. David spent the week end
with home-folks.

our everyday lives. Without friction, walking would be impossible
buttons would not stay buttoned,
shoestrings would not stay tied; in
fact, threads would not hold buttons and clothing together.
Physics has been aided by such
well-known scientists as Newton,
Einstein, Edison. Galileo, and Gilbert. These are just a few of the
many people who have helped
physics to develop into the modern
study it is today.
Physics is taught in high school for
many reasons. First, it HELPS to
train future physicists for their
work in the lab or for work with
mathematics in physics. It also
HELPS a student to understand the
world around him. Physics also
HELPS to develop an inquiring
mind.
The physics class at FHS has
worked on experiments concerning
subjects such as the coefficient of
friction, gravitational force, and
the metric system. The class is
now studying velocity, having completed units on friction, matter and
energy, measurement, and mathematics in physics and force.
Don't be alarmed it you are run
over by one of the physics students
in the halls. He is probably trying
to find out if he is the only one who
didn't do his homework. And you
might as well accustom yourself to
the loud, familiar wails of students
screaming, "We weren't supposed
to write up that experiment, were
we?" Don't worry, they're normal.
THEY'RE just like the many other
physics STUDENTS - trying to
learn the "how" and "why" of the
world around them.

I Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Crossword
ACROSS
I. Seethe
5. Snare
9. Wing
12. Feminine
name
13. Fixed
15. Greek god
16. Worked
17. Elongated
fish
18. Hail!
19. Officeholders
20. Accompanies
23. Pronoun
25. Cow tyard
27. Musical
note
28. Mark
20. Free from
liability
32. Pends
1. Otherwise
Prefix.concealment
37. Merchant
guild
38. Concerning
39. Cements
4 1. Cereal grain
41 Mined
,
material

22. Prefix:
54. Religious
separation
service
55. Interrogates 23 Charts
.
Gae
51 Resident
DOWN
25. Equal
physicians
1. Measure26. Automobile
52 Remain
part
53 Footlike part ment
z Woody plant 28. Sail upward
3. Imitates
29. Makes up
4. Existed
31. Also
5. Hiding place 33. You
6. Regret
36. Shuts
7. Monkey
39. Commotion
Answers on
8. City in
40. Attire
France
41. Scraps
PAGE SEVEN
9. Skills
12. Consumed
10. Sheltered
45. Drip
side
46. Places
11, Increase
Don't Peekl
47. End
14. Masculine 48. Unit
name
49. Feminine
18. On the top
name
50. Biblical
21. Fixed
period
name
44 Sick
47 Turtle
50. Adrift
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by Horace Elmo

OKAY,YOU CAN WORK HERE
AS ERRAND BOY AFTER
SCHOOL, HOURS BUT DON'T
QUIT THE JOB AFTER.2
A FEW DAYS!

Whiti

1). Pro
lance se
bets on
2). Cred
policies.

By 14. T. Elmo
MILES FROM NOWHERE_
114 'THE MIDDLE OF A

DESERT!

WHILE YOU WAIT HERE,
DEAR,..I'LLTRY 'TO
FETCH SOME GAS
SOMEHOW!

W. D.
Fulton
Phone
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LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Gov.Edward T.Breathitt

FRANKFORT — No governor
enjoys being forced to reduce appropriations for state agencies by a
total of $24.1 million as I did this
month when in-coming revenue
failed to reach what had been estimated when the budget was drawn
up in early 1966.
This disappointment was tempered somewhat by the fact, however,
that actual state expenditures in
all areas of state services will still
be far more this year than they
were four years ago — or even two
years ago. And, a balanced budget
will be handed the next governor.
State departments or agencies
will not be so badly off as some
'persons by their statements might
have given you reason to fear.
Take, for example, the comparable expenditures for higher education, including the various state universities, Kentucky State College,
the University of Louisville and the
Council of Higher Education.
The general fund expenditure in
this category for the fiscal year
1963-64 was $32,800,357. The appropriation for 1967-68 was $74,092,078.
The cutback this month was $5,927,300, which still leaves $35,362,321
more than in 1963—or more than
double what it was that year.
Another example lies in comparison of the Minimum School Foundation Program, including teachers'
salaries which are not affected by
the November budget cut.
The 1963-64 fiscal year appropriation for this program amounted to
$111,622,788. The total for this year

THE PARSON SPEAKS—
(Continued from page Two)
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afar of an absent God, but open
manifestation of a God who, although unseen, is perpetually present. It was not a sudden outburst
followed by darkness, but the rising of an unsetting sun, whose light
is to shine more and more unto the
perfect day.
The outworking of an eternal
purpose of redemption. To accomplish man's redemption Christ
came to earth. The declaration of
the angel of the annunciation was,
"Unto you is born a Savior." It is
a matter of history that at the time
of the Advent a new moral energy
entered into human life, making
the world altogether different and
rendering it impossible that it could
ever happen again or that the
world would ever be the same
again. The purposive, creative
energy then set in motion for the
accomplishment of redemption is
still unspent and is giving every
evidence of being able to accomplish the end upon which the heart
of God is set,
The culmination of an eternal
process; that process being the In.
carnation of the life of Christ in the
life of humanity. As Christ was God
incarnate, we are to be Christ incarnate. We are to become a divine
humanity, a humanity of which
Christ has entire possession and
control. At his incarnation Christ
descended that he might fill a little
space; now he is with us in his
spiritual presence that he may fill
all things. His incarnation in human body is a thing of the past; his
incarnation in the world's life is a
present reality, and a growing one,
The personal application of the
Gospel of the Advent of Christ
raises the questions: What does the
Advent of Christ mean to me? Has
Christ come into my life? Have I
found in him the fulfillment of all
my highest hopes? Am I increasingly becoming an incarnation of his
spirit and life?
Rev. Moral B. Proctor

was $163,142,691. The $4,575,506 cutback ordered still leaves the program $46,944,397 better off than in
1963.
Among the strong protestations
against the budget cuts have been
those emanating from persons concerned especially with mental
health.
Regrettable as it was to be forced
to make this cut, as well as other
cuts in appropriations that would
quicken progress in all areas of
state government, Mental Health is
still way ahead of the appropriation it received four years ago.
For the 1963-64 fiscal year, the
Mental Health appropriation was
$12,569,286. This was raised to $18,40(1,000 for the present fiscal year.
Subtraction of the $1,990,000 cutback still leaves $3,840,714 more
than for 1963-64.
Child welfare services, of course,
are among the most important rendered by the state. The 1963-64 appropriation for this department was
$2,843,093. For 1967-68 it was $5,700,000. The cutback of $580,000 still
leaves Child Welfare with $2,276,907
more than allotted in 1963.
Another striking example of comparable state appropriations is
provided by the Department of Economic Security which received $20,549,775 for 1963-64 and $32,700,000
for 1967-68. The net appropriation
for this year, with $3,470,000 cut off,
is still $8,680,225 more than for
1963-64.
Since road building does not
come out of the General Fund, this
state program is not affected by
the reduction. We will continue to
build roads until the last day I am
in office at the same pace which
has made Kentucky the nation's
leader this year.
The 1967-68 budget was based on
the best available estimates of income in late 1965 and early 1966.
We consulted with the National
Council of Economic Advisors and
other national economists. Our own
economists made a thorough study
of Kentucky's own economic prognosis.
All projected and predicted an
economic growth in 1967 and 1968
markedly in excess of what actual
growth and spending has been. The
national economy has not mushroomed as expected, and numerous
strikes have further cut income and
tax payments.
Kentucky is unlike many states
which have annual legislative sessions and annual budgets. Needless
to say, it is much more difficult to
plan spending and revenue-collectmg over a two-year period than it
is annually.
Our law holds the governor responsible to prevent an over-draft
or deficit in any fiscal year for
which appropriations are made.
Thus, it is the duty of the governor
to reduce spending whenever revenue lags just as it is the duty of the
family head to cut spending when
family income drops.
The law also implies that a governor has a duty to restore appriapriations in proportion to reductions
made should the General Fund revenues appear to exceed the estimate.
These then were the considerations that I was faced with in meeting my fiscal responsibilities. Despite the cutback, which is small in
comparison to the increases during
the past four years, we will continue to make great progress in
solving our problems and building
Kentucky during the remainder of
this administration.

offers
1). Prompt, courteous ambulance service with 2 staff mem•
bet-% on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.
Telephone 472-2312

PtiOTO BY HAW-

One answer to that one is, "But that's
exactly the point."
Nobody could deny that young people
have very special problems. Pressures. Drives, Impulses. Loneliness.
Uncertainty. It's not hard to make a
mistake. Even a disastrous one:
Yet very little maturity brings the
realization that you're the You you
have to live with all your life—
mistakes and all.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Phone 472.39S1

Fulton

CITY DRUG COMPANY
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Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and meet modern
Nursing hems. For reservation call 472-3366
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.

Your Prescription Drug Store
Phone 472-1303

Fulton, Ky.

THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank

PURE MILK COMPANY

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

At tile store or at your door

Fulton, Kentucky

Phone 472-3311

Fulton, Ky.

Union City, Tenn.

Fulton and South Fulton

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers

Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rexall Store"
Lake Street

418 Lake Street

472-1362

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky,

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.

Phone 3114-2655

Hickman, Ky.

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.

Greenfield Monument Works

tiALKA

If you're young, now's the best time
to think about the moral values you'll
want to live by five years from now.
And ten. And twenty. The values,
perhaps, you'd like your own
Children to share.
Look to your Faith now to help you
find the way of life you really want
for yourself. Then live your Faith.
You may find there is much MON to
you than you ever dreamed.

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
ANSWERS TO rJZZLE
(Continued on Page Six)

Whitnel Funeral Home

"You only live once!"

"Live Better Electrically"

South Fulton, Tenn.

Dial 472-2421

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques

Souvenirs
Excellent Food
Private dining for 250

Hickman, Ky.

In Operation 66 Years

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-18ca
IMO

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Cireonfield. Team

King Motor Company, Inc.

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.

Fulton

Coca-Cola

Kentucky Av..
Greenfield
Phone 2354293

Phone: 469-5414

—

Dukedom, Tenn.

Bottling Co. Inc.

Fulton

Phone 472-1471

Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Line

Phone 4794/71

The worl
Weiner
day in ft
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FULTON COUNTY—
(Continued from
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Friel&

One)

UT-M 'Volunteers' Getting In Shape
For Tangerine Bowl Game Dec. 16

HOSPITAL NEWS

South Fulton WSCS
Meets At Parsonage

derwood served refreshments to the
eleven members and two visitors
attending.
Next month the meeting will be
in the home of the president, Virginia Jones. Mrs. Provow will be
in charge of the program. Each
person is requested to bring a white
elephant gift and a donation for the
church building fund.

The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
The Woman's Society of Christian
leadership
and
appalling lack of
After a week's lay-off, the Volun- get an opportunity to play in Or- November 29:
Service of the South Fulton MethMr. and Mrs. Billie McCollum
bias in the matter these facts must
teers of The University of Tennes- lando," head coach Robert Carroll
odist Church met Monday night,
be considered as relevant to the un- and children, Lionel and Lois, of
said.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
November 13, in the parsonage.
necessary controversy raging that South Fulton, and Mrs. Burnett see at Martin will resume practice
Mrs. Michael Stayton, Mrs. Roy The meeting was called to order by
With
U-T
at
Martin
playing
in
the
indeed, is creating long-lasting ani- Lintz, of this section, left last week sessions Monday, December 4, in Tangerine Bowl and U-T Knoxville Netherly, Sr., Scott Morrow, Miss
mosities of bitter intensities:to visit in Akron, Ohio during the preparation for the game in the in the Orange Boat, this probably Patricia Rose, Mrs. Paul Roach, the president, after which the
group repeated the purpose.
-Judge John Elmer Cruce, while Thanksgiving holidays with Billie's Tangerine Bowl at Orlando, Flor- will be the first time in the history Fulton; Mrs. Edith Harrison, Mrs.
During the business session Mrs.
the library tax petition was being mother, Mrs. Hattie McCollum. Mr. ida, December 16, Coach Robert of fotball that a University has sent Jerry Swift, South Fulton; Mrs.
circulated bought advertising in all and Mrs. Artell Vincent, the Mack Carroll has announced.
two teams to bowl games in a sin- Bertha Nugent, Mrs. Odell Bizzle, Elizabeth Coplen reported on the
Acceptance of the bowl bid was gle season.
tree county newspapers, paid for Bynum family and other relatives
between Martin and Union City
Route 1, Fulton; Guthrie Luther, card sales, also that she had sent
with taxpayers' money to "warn" were also there. "They returned finalized November 21 by James C.
West Chester State College of Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. Ronald ten cards for the Society last
visit
had
a
nice
month.
Sunday
and
home
Members sent a total of 64
Henson, director of athletics, and West Chester, Pa., will be the Vols' Cruce, Paul Bradley, Mrs. Ruthie
county residents that the new tax
Fri., Sat. December 1, 2
the National Collegiate Athletic As- opponent. West Chester's record for Moore, Crutchfield; Mrs. Harry cards and made 73 visits.
would create an undue burden on while there.
DOUBLE FEATURE
sociation
in
Kansas
City,
Missouri.
Rev. Arthur Wilkinson filled the
the already heavily "burdened taxthe season is 10-0.
Yates, Wingo; Mrs. Alton Redden,
Mrs. Marjorie Walker introduced
Starts at 6:45
payer." He was specific in his item- pulpit at New Salem Baptist
"This is the UTM Vols first bowl
U-T Martin has a record for the Route 2, Wingo; Donnie Tibbs, the guest speaker, Mrs. Aaron
ization of the tax levies in that ad. Church the past Sunday at 11 a. m. invitation, and the members of the season of nine wins against one Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Mack Steele, District president from
Ambush Bay
—Judge Cruce DID NOT perform in the absence of Pastor Russell team are thrilled and honored to loss.
Scearce, Cayce; Mrs. Zelma Har- Paris, Tenn., who gave a very inquite so nobly by advising his con- Rogers, and Bro. Raymond Cherry
ris, Route 3, Martin; Mrs. David teresting talk on Africa. Mrs. Leo
:nd at 9:00
service.
evening
the
conducted
ititutents with advertising that the
Lee, Mayfield; E. F. Burkett, Davis, District recording secretary,
Last Safari
The
their
having
farmers
counter-petition to close the librarare
Route 1, Clinton; Mrs. Oden Fow- was also a guest and gave a brief
Several
News From Our
es and abolish the library district porkers butchered around this sectalk on the missionaries, Rev. and
ler, Woodland Mills.
was being circulated.
Mrs. George Garden, from India.
tion and having their work done at
SUNSET
Boys In The
Joe Martin, County Agent
FULTON HOSPITAL
They will be visiting in the Pans
Judge Cruce DID NOT advise slaughtering houses, Almost everyUnion
City,
Tenn.
Mrs. Linnie Clark, Mrs. A. B. District in February.
members of the library board or one plans their year's supply of
Will Close For
Thacker, Mrs. Cecil Wooten, Mrs.
any other interested citizens that pork, hams, sausage, ribs and
Mrs. Larry Kelly dismissed the
OH IA
Lillian Cobb, RAert Stallins, Miss group with prayer.
.he court would meet on Monday backbone. It will be frozen at home
Season December 3
At the Annual Meeting of the
Gertrudr, Fethe. Mrs. Maggie Pickaight, before the general election, and those who wish will cure their
During the social hour, Mrs UnObion-Weakley County Dairy Herd
VALDOSTA, Ga. — Captain Paul ering, Billy Craddock, Mrs. Linda
:o accept the counter-petition. This hams, country style, at home.
was learned only by happenstance,
Mr. and Mrs. Bell Farmer left Improvement Association last week T. Bourgeois, son of Mr. and Mrs. Haman, James Elam, Fulton; Mrs.
too late to have proponents of the for home in St. Louis Sunday morn- we were very interested in the pro- E. 0. Bourgeois of 2425 Constance Viola Gambill, Mrs. Rita Choate,
library tax levy on hand to witness ing, after a nice visit here with the gress the members of the associa- St., New Orleans, has been award- Mrs. M. E. Dawes, Mrs: Ophelia
the proceedings.
Grover True family and other rela- tion have made in the last three ed U. S. Air Force silver pilot 'Helm, Mrs. Lela Pirtle, Mrs. Eva
years in the production of milk. 914 wings upon graduation at Moody Pounds, T. J. Callison, Mrs. Rosie
—The County Court DID NOT ad- tives, during the Thanksgiving holicows are now being milked by AFB, Ga.
Harrison, South Fulton; Mrs. Gervise the library board or any other days.
Bro. Charles Wall filled his regu- members of the association and
interested citizens that the PurgaCaptain Bourgeois is being as- tie Norman, Route 2, Fulton; Mrs.
during the last year the cows aversigned to Phan Rang AB, Vietnam, Hattie Anderson, Route 3, Fulton;
tion Board went into session two lar appointment at Knob Creek
aged 10,650 lbs. milk per cow with
Jays earlier than the day previous- Church of Christ the past Sunday.
for flying duty with the Pacific Air Turner Purcell, Mrs. Paraler Ward,
431 lbs. butterfat. That compares
Ellis McCord, Route 4, Fulton;
ty announced. This meeting too, A new baby arrived at the popular
Forces.
Clemons Cooley, Mrs. Annie Davis,
pastor's home several weeks ago to 1966 averages of 9,930 lbs. milk
was learned accidentally.
The
captain,
a
graduate
of
St.
and
410
butterfat, while in 1965 the
Hickman; Mrs. Earline Glidewell,
—While a flood of letters from and congratulations are still in average was 9,180 lbs. milk and
Joseph Seminary in Covington, La., Mrs. Pauline Owens, Mrs.
386
Willie
ounter-petition signers has been order for this.
earned his A. B. degree at Loyola Mabry,
lbs.
butterfat.
Route 4, Hickman; Donna
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis and
sent to the Court to have their
University in New Orleans. He re- Singleton,
During
the
annual
meeting
Dennis
Pittman,
Water
James removed, Judge Cruce has daughters, Sammie Jane, Liz and awards were presented
to several ceived his commission in 1962 upon Valley; Glenda McMorris, Route 1,
advised reliable parties "that it Becky visited Mr. and Mrs. Buton producers for herd
completion of Officers Training Water
averages
Valley; Mack Brown, Route
during
School at Lackland AFB, Tex.
won't do any good; the names will Lassiter the past Sunday afternoon. the year. Awards
included:
2, Water Valley; Mrs. Anna EberLee
reguRev. Jack McClain filled his
Stay on." This Judge Cruce has
His
wife,
Judith,
is
the
daughter
lar appointment at Mt. Carmel Grasfeder - 11,750 lbs. milk and of Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Skibinski of hardt, Clinton Route; Bob Claud,
summarily denied the statement.
Sr., Route 1, Clinton; Billy Bellew,
Missionary Baptist Church on High- 429 lbs. butterfat; Mack Burrow - Martin, Tenn.
—County Court Clerk Dee LangMrs. Clara Byrd, Charlie Brown,
the past Sunday at 11 a. m. 10,480 lbs. milk and 448 lbs. butter.ord has REFUSED to make these way 94
fat;
W. N. Hammond - 13,070 lbs.
Crutchfield; Mrs. Lorene Hart,
FULTON
MURRAY
mAYFIELD
PADUCAH
McClain is a citizen of Dis.etters public advising that they Rev.
milk
and 4998 lbs. butterfat. The
BEAUFORT, S. C. — Marine Wingo; kirs. Gertrude Lawrence,
trict No.-1 and is also a teacher in
218
M•in
St.
:10
Main
'are not a matter for public reSt.
Ill
S.
fl6
4th
Broadway
three
herds
in the association that Corporal Douglas W. McGowan, Route 1, Wingo; Herbert Taylor,
Greenfield, Tenn., school, driving
.:ord." Dee Langtord has not yet
produced over 500 lbs. butterfat per husband of the former Miss Anna Route 3, Martin, L. E. McCoy, Lexthis area.
from
„iroduceci the statute validating his
Mr. and Mrs. Huse McGuire are cow averaged using per cow: 10,500 F. McCowan of 102 Stephen Beale ington, Ky.
statement.
now living in Mayfield for the win- lbs. silage, 2,200 lbs. hay, and Drive, Fulton, Ky., has reported for
—Believing that they would have ter months, due to the declining 4,900 lbs. grain.
duty with Marine Aircraft Group
The Directors of the Obion 32, a supporting unit of the Marine
''their day in court" on Tuesday, health of Mr. McGuire and also imWeakley County DHIA reelected Corps Air Station, Beaufort, S. C.
.he library board and other inter- paired sight.
_sted citizens found only two magThe air station provides services
—Kathie were a queen instead of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter Mr. Mack Burrow of South Fulton
.strates (Black and Cox) present and sons, Mark and Stevie, of Mar- as President, Mr. W. N. Hammond and support facilities for two air- a king.
.or the meeting. Magistrates Char- tin were Sunday night guests of of Lindenwood as Vice President craft groups of the Second Marine
—Karen were a cobbler instead
ie Darnell and Roy Nethery were Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter, their and Mr. Aaron Walker of Dresden Aircraft Wing based at the air sta- of a Taylor?
as
sbsent for,,personal reasons. A re- parents.
Secretary-Treasurer
tion.
—Jimmy was high instead of low?
?curter was barred from proceed—Diane were fat instead of trim.
Grant Bynum was in Jackson,
followed
the
court
that
of
the
.ngs
—Virginia were a water pistol inTenn., the past Friday for his
GRAFENWOHR, GERMANY —
SEEDING TREE DELIVERY
_tearing.
check-up at the Madison County
Army Staff Sergeant Richard E. stead of a cannon.
STARTS
—Judy were a hose instead of a
—County Attorney James Am- General Hospital. He remains about
DeHart, 29, whose father, Charles
Jerg, bombarded with incidents of the same as last reported and his
6000 pine trees seedlings were de- M. DeHart, lives on Route 3, Hick- muzzal.
—Marinan were a farmer in.orgery, misrepresentations, even medication continues. We hope he livered to Obion County last week. man, Ky., began four weeks of in2ollusion, has yet to advise either will be resting much better soon.
Other delivers during 1967 will be tensive field training Nov. 13 near stead of a gardner.
—Teresa were forests
Bobby Rickman, student at U. T., made on December 6 and
.he proponents or the opponents of
Decem- Grafenwohr, Germany.
fields.
insteadf
.he legal apparatus -necessary to Knoxville, spent Thanksgiving at ber 20. Six delivery dates have been
He; and other members of the
—Charles were a runner instead
ialidate either the levy, the validity home here with his parents, Mr. arranged for early 1968 with the 4th Armored Division's 3rd Batand Mrs. Robert Rickman, and last being on March 27, 1968.
if the counter-petition or the
talion,-35th Armor, are preparing of a walker.
Due to the tremendous response to our big sale
—Barbara were a maid instead
If you need pine tree
,sasition of the taxes already collect- grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Grover
seedlings for the tank crew proficiency
and by popular demand from people all over the
True and Mr. and Mrs. Corbitt you can order them through
cook.
a
of
2c1 on the 1967 tax bills.
course
at
the
end
of
the training
the
five state shopping area who have not had an op—All four Fulton County magis- Rickman. He left Sunday for Knox- Soil Conservation Service Office or period.
VARIETY SHOW
The course is held under simuportunity to take advantage of our low, low prices,
_rates signed the counter-petition ville, where he will resume his County Agents Office and specify
which day you want them deliver- lated combat conditions and tests
A musical variety show, featuring
.o abolish the libraries. When con- classes.
we are going to continue our great disposal sale for
Mrs. James Harrison will under- ed to your home.
the crewmen on tank weapons.
talented young people of the Twin
ronted with the evident departure
just a few more days. Don't wait. BUY NOW FOR
Sgt. DeHart is a motor sergeant Cities, will be presented Thursday
.rom their obligation to serve "all go major surgery in Mayfield toCHRISTMAS!
.he people" they represent, taking day, Monday, and all friends send FARM DATES TO REMEMBER with the battalion's Company A December 7 at the South Fulton
wishes for a speedy restoraDecember 7 - Annual - Obion near Bamberg.
gym. The show is being sponsored
.nto consideration the pros and the best
health.
to
former
tion
County Livestock Association.
by the South Fulton Student counions on the issue, some of the ofGO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
December 8 - Ames Plantation
MEN'S SUITS
cil.
icials replied by saying: "We
Bull
Sale - Grand Junction.
All Famous Brand — First Quality — Sizes 34 to 54
;igned as taxpayers, not public ofDecember 12 - Feeder Pig Sale icials." It has been viewed as a
Regulars, Longs, Extra Longs, Shorts and Stouts
Lexington.
lebatable matter of public policy if
$15.00 Men's Suits sell out at
December
13 - Feeder Pig Sale $37.77
.hese officials can disengage themBrownsville.
$80.00 Men's Suits sell out at
selves from the public duty of un138.77
iiased interests while in office.
497.50 Men's Suits sell out at
$48.77
A report on oil and gas develop—Perhaps the most significant
lopelessness encountered by pro- ments in Kentucky and three neighMEN'S SPORT COATS
;ressive-minded citizens is the boring states during 1966 is now
First Quality — Famous Name Brands — Sizes 34 to 48
;tatement made by Magistrate A. available through the Kentucky
Regulars, Longs, Extra Longs, Shorts
Geological Survey, according to Dr.
L. Cox on Tuesday when he said:
NOTICE TO FURNISHERS OF
$35.00 Sport Coats sell out at
"We are just country boys. We Wallace W. Hagan, state geologist LABOR AND MATERIALS TO
$22.77
Jon't know what to do about this at the University of Kentucky.
UNION CITY PAVING COM$40.00 Sport Coats sell out at
$25.77
Develop"Oil
and
Gas
Called
.hing. This is for the lawyers to
PANY.,
$45.00 Sport Coats sell out at
ments in East-Central States in IN THECONTRACTORS FOR USE
$30.77
vork out."
CONSTRUCTION AND
1966," the report describes petrolIMPROVEMENT OF STREETS IN
eum and natural gas drilling and SOUTH
FULTON,
TENNESSEE.
• Vigorous 6-Jet Washing Action gets dishes and
DON'T WAIT! QUANTITIES LIMITED!
WE RENT - production activities in Kentucky,
utensils wonderfully clean and dry.
Indiana, Illinois, and Tennessee. It
Notke is hereby given that the
was originally issued in the Bulle- City of South
• Has 10 table-setting capacity (AHAM) for smaller
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
Fulton, Tennessee is
Hospital beds
tin of the American Association of preparing to
family size loads.
make settlement with
Perma-Press, Famous Brands — Whits. and Pistols
Baby beds
Petroleum Geologists but has been Union City
Paving Company, con• Combination oper$3.95 Dress Shirts sell out at
reprinted and issued as Reprint 23. tractors of
Vacuum cleaners
$3.49
Union City, Tennessee,
ating control and
Copies may be purchased from for the
T=4/7
$5.00 Dress Shirts sell out at
resurfacing
with bituminFloor polishers
$4.49
guide handle is
the Kentucky Geological Survey, ous
materials of sections of streets
/
simple to use.
Mineral Industries Building, Uni- in the City
MEN'S SWEATERS
of South Fulton, Tennes/111"
versity of Kentucky, Lexington at see.
• Hardworking wash
Famous Brands, New Fall Patterns
36 cents a copy.
and dry cycle proWADE FURN. CO.
$ 7.95 Sweaters sell out at
$ 6.99
A. persons holding claims against
vides top-notch
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
'14.
$ 9.95 Sweaters sell out at
the contractors, Union City Paving
$ 8.99
results.
Company or their agents, for maGO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
$10.95 Sweaters sell out at
$ 9.99
• Rolls easily to
terials, or labor entering into the
$12.95 Sweaters sell out at
•
and from sink.
$10.88
construction of this project must
$14.95 Sweaters sell out at
Connects and disfile itemized notice of such claim
$12.88
connects in secwith the original copy sworn to beMEN'S SLACKS
onds.
fore a Notary Public. This notice of
First Duality — Famous Name Brands
claim to be received at the office
• No installation
of the City Manager in South Ful$ 8.00 Sta-Prest Slacks sell at
required.
7.49
ton, Tennessee, on or before the 6th
$10.00 Sta-Prest Slacks sell at
of December, 1967, in order to obModel
$ 8.88
DW-ETN,
tain the advantages afforded to
To $15.95 Dac/Wcol Blend Slacks MI out at
$10.88
Snowcrest White.
claimants by legal statutes.
2 PAIR $20.00
Rex Ruddle, Mayor
To $15.95 All Wool Slacks sell out at
$12.82
2 PAIR $25.00

'WI

60 RAMBI
straigh
63 CHEVA
hardtop
Car

63 CHEVI
automa
63 PONTI
air anc
61 OLDSA
wagon;
61 PONTI
sharp
60 COME
60 FALCC
60 PONTI
60 FORD
60 CHEVI
58 FORD

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

car

55 CHEVI
52 CHEVI

OBION COUNTY

20-25

WILSO

sERvicz

North

Dial

FACTORY
OUTLET
STORES

GREAT $200,000
CLOTHING
DISPOSAL SALE
CONTINUES

What If:

c

Oil, Gas Report
Published At UK

CLASSIFIED ADS

New,1968 Frigidaire
Mobile Dishwasher
at a low,low price!

In

•Ja

N%.

We
covers
buyer!
30Facto
OUR

1

30Facto
OUR

1

Pri
truck ar

Only

Was it fate that made
Yellowstone Kentucky's
No.1Bourbon?
No.It was taste.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

So even though Yellowstone's
PROOF
fairly expensive, try this
Ar90
beautiful Bourbon tonight. )4133 133
1/3 QT

I/2 PT

Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-in-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co Louisville. Kentucky.

441

$ 2.00
Per Week

See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

Rice Agency
Fulton

172-1341

Graham Furnilare Co.
Fulton

MEN'S ALL - WEATHER COATS
Perma-Press — Famous Brands
$32.50 Perma-Prest Coats sell at
52.3.47
$24.95 All-Weathers sell out at
$17.88
HUNDREDS OF OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO LIST
— ALL ON SALE!

(Free Gift Wrapping)
EXTRA PERSONNEL TO SERVE YOU — ALL 4 STORES

C

FASTEST PSYCHIATRIST

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOU

WFUL I
RA 10

THE NEWS

FULTON. KENTUCKY

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 30. 1967

The world's fastest psychiatrist was probably Dr. Albert L.
Weiner of ErIton, N. J., who deli with up to 50 patients a
day in four treatment rooms.

irnents to the
two visitors
eting will be
•esident, Virwow will be
gram. Each
bring a white
iation for the

Union City
twar 1, 2
TITRE
45

ay

60 RAMBLER American,
straight shift
63 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door
hardtop, automatic, local
car

The first piano, or harpsichord,
was really a harp in a horizontal
position with leather covered
hammers and
a keyboard
action. It
took 50 years
far the general public to accept the upright
piano that was developed by
Hawkins in 1800. Early harps,
harpsichords, pianofortes and
other instruments are on display
at the Harold Warp Pioneer
Village in south central Nebraska.

63 CHEVROLET Belair, 4-door,
automatic
•
63 PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
61 OLDSMOBILE F-85 station
wagon; automatic; clean
61 PONTIAC 2-dr. hardtop, real
sharp
60 COMET Station Wagon
60 FALCON
60 PONTIAC 4-door hardtop
60 FORD 4-door sedan
60 CHEVROLET Station Wagon
58 FORD wagon, clean, local

Split Leadership Not
Unusual In Other States

STAINLESS STEEL
12-Cup - Fully Automatic

COFFEE MAKER
With Brew Selector
REG.$24.95 ONLY

78 In Cast
Of Follies

Car

dart

55 CHEVROLET Pickup Truck
52 CHEVROLET Pickup Truck
20-25 other cars, trucks

For
zber 3

nor.
Leaders from different sides
of the political fence have sometimes sparked controversy,
when they shared the reigns of
state government.
In 1965, Nevada's Lt. Gov.
Paul Laxalt, a Republican, called for a grand jury investigation of the state's Highway Department when Gov. Grant Sawyer, a Democrat, went out of
town for the weekend. Sawyer
withdrew the call when he re-

Kentucky's first Republican
governor in 24 years will take
office Dec. 12 but the Democrats
will still control the number two
spot - the lieutenant governorship.
Louie B. Nunn was elected to
Kentucky's top post while voters elected a Democrat, Wendell Ford, for lieutenant gover-

McGraw-Edison Electric

Raibulacl Saligsfeea

Dial 472.3362
North bypass; Ky. side

Lake St. • Fulton, Ky.

-STARTS -

Dial - 472-1651

THURSDAY
7- BIG DAYS!

\il'ELVIS!
BELTING OUT THAT
WiLD PRESLEY
"a% ,, • BEAT:

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURUE
At 7:00 P, M.
The Phone Call
Started Trouble
JOHN CR AWFORD
"I SAW WHAT
YOU DID"
Plus Co Hit
At 8:30 P. M.
JAMES STEWART
MAUREEN O'HARA

rN
Women's Reg. 59c

"THE
,RARE BREED"

Trimmed Briefs

SUNDAY NIGHT ONLY
AT 7:00 P. M.

2 Styles, Novelty Trim,
Acetate Tricot

Ben Franklin
202 Laic,

iDUCAH

Union City
Christmas Parade
November 30

Broadway

•

)0

In
•

ILIIIMBIIIKE
7.

A LEVY•GARDNER lAWN Pmeitt,cio

TECHI0001011 TICHNISCOPf

NEW PICKUP - TRUCE

CAMPER COVERS

Do Your Christmas
Shopping In The
Shopper Pages!

a48
$n.77
$25.77
$30.77

* THE JEWEL BOX:
We have just purchased a TRUCKLOAD of
covers and we are passing the savings on to the
buyer!
30-Inch high, long wide cover:
Factory suggested price
OUR PRICE, OUTRIGHT

$311.00
$233.00

*
*
*
*

*
*

*
Main at Mulberry *
*
Fulton, Ky.
*

Distinctive Gifts

*
for all occasions *
ikt amends - Watches Jewel

ERK-UP WITH
Dani Cream Meals I
Hot food and refreshing
snacks are quickly prepared
for you and your familyEnjoy it more when you are
tired from Shopping!

MI-CREAM
SANDWICH

SHOP
Phone 472-3657

Your Business Is Appreciated - Billy Gilbert, Mgr.

,troamaitsa MEWS MOIBM 1123312M

ealelma

ietA tool

ime

*lame maSWIM

AT
440B

AYS

'
-1110E
STORE
LAKE

OP

NO TRADE-INS NECESSARY
15.5 Cu.Ft. Refrigerator, 2 doors
$214.50
Bunk Beds, complete
$ 94.95
Recliners, vinyl cover
$ 39.95
Boston Rockers
$ 17.95
2-Pc. Naugahyde living room suite
$ 84.95
Floor-model smoking stands
$ 6.75
Gossip benches (wood)
$ 23.95
Large selection pictures
$1.00, up
3-Piece bedroom suites
$ 97.50
Large selection of G. E. small appliances
RCA-Victor Television and stereo sets

22° FULT1

ROBERTS

- Whirlpool Appliances WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
NO MONEY DOWN; UP TO 16 MONTHS TO PAY;
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

G&H Discount Furniture
41h and Ky.Ayes. Fulton, Ky.

************** •

30-Inch high, short wide cover:
Factory suggested price
OUR PRICE, OUTRIGHT

RAIMANY11AAAAAIAIAIAAAA"

46-

$296.00
$224.00

otailmOntffica

(Prices plus Ky. sales tax)

•I•

$ 6.99
.. 8.99
$ 9.99
$10.88
. $12.88

Michigan, Connecticut and
Pennsylvania currently have
laws which require both executive officers to run on the same
ticket.
In recent years, Indiana, Vermont, Idaho, Iowa and Nebraska also have been run by governors and lieutenant governors
from opposite parties.

BRIGITTE BARDOT IN
"VIVA MARIA"II!
VIVA FUN-VIVA Can Can
VIVA VIVA Adventure
Plus Co Hit
At 9:00 P. M.
"I SAW WHAT
YOU DID

NOT A SALE!
JusI.Every - Day Low Prices!

c**************t
tt

o 54
ts
$37.77
$38.77
$48.77

Fulton

In other states, the split in
voter preference occurs more
regularly.
North Dakota voters, for instance, teamed present Democratic governor William L. Guy,
now in his third term, with two
Republicans before naming a
Democrat to the runnerup spot
in 1965.

Our Discount Prices
Save You Big Mone

The Union City Jaycees takes
this opportunity to announce
Its plans for the 1967 Christmas Parade. "We are extending a hearty and cordial invitation to your community to
join with our community in
this Yuletide festivity".
The parade will be staged
Thursday night, Nov. 30, in
downtown Union City. Special
invitations for bands and floats from neighboring communities will be extended in the
immediate future. Atthattime
the various chairmen of the
parade segments
will be
announced.
Please accept our invitation
to a night of beautiful festivity
as we usher in the 1967 Christmas Season.

NCA

big sale
ver the
an opprices,
sale for
N FOR

turned.
Most of the controversy,
however, has been limited to
disagreements over where one's
power ends and another's begins when the governor is absent.
Kentucky's situation is not
unique, Kansas, Oklahoma,
Washington and Colorado operate with governors and lieutenant governors belonging to opposite parties. Down through the
ears, a majority of the other
states have been split at one
time or another.
Alabama historians say that It
has never happened in t h e
southern state and California's
last split was in the 1880s.

UNION CITY CUITON Hi-WAY

WILSON MOTORS

SECTION

Of interest to Homemakers

DRIVE-IN
,THEATRE

Doctors, lawyers, clerks and
teachers - husbands, wives,
mothers, daughters, grandmothers and teenagers.
Seventy-eight people of varying sizes and ages are dancing,
singing and clowning every day
and night to learn the routines
making up the two-hour musical,
"The Fabulous Follies of 1967,"
to be presented at 8 p. m., Dec,
1st and 2nd at Obion County Central High School.
Mrs. Marjorie Moore, talent
chairman and member of the
sponsoring Union City Business
and Professional Women's Club,
today announced the completed
list of cast members.
Tickets for the event may be
Purchased In advance from members of the sponsoring club, at
Lanzers In downtown Union City
or Tara's Young Fashions in the
Reelfoot Shopping Center. Adult
tickets are $2 each and student
tickets are $1 each.

SECOND

Prices only include setting the cover on the
truck and clamping down. These campers have the:
• Big windows on sides
* Big window in rear door
" Insulation
• Lining
• Running lights

Transistorized
WALKIE - TALKIES
$12.77 Pair

12 To Choose From

$ 74,
$ 8.88
$10.88
$12.82

WesternK Auto Associate Store

$23.47
$17.88
0 LIST

fORES

202

FULTON KY

mg.4131$13iniiimi

CABLE Tv

MAKES YCUR

REAL

ENTERTAINMENT (ENTER

SEVEN AREA
CHANNELS
WHAT A GREAT VARIETY!

ma mem yea

Ns

4721424

xis

1

ir

XISIMMORAI1111.11111111 DIG

YePi WARM MRla MS1103 MIK lOsi

TWO MINUTESTSample Sale
Grisham's along with their
many fine gift selections for
Christmas, have—

ONE LOT OF
SALESMAN'S SAMPLES
AT A GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE!
These Samples are in first-class condition and
Were secured from a salesman representing

A Famous Name Sportswear
ONLY "ONE OF A KIND", SO HURRY!
Do Your Christmas Shopping Now
FREE GIFT WRAPPING —

91644140t4
220 MAIN STREET

71tese'd 7Veevt
FULTON, KENTUCKY 42041

kir/Pi

ME 491fiLE

,

RY CORNILIUS R. SIAM
PRIM
BIRIAN SIlLS SOCIITY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60633

...110ge deans. Christian writer, and
mis:ionaries in various parts of the

iHE CHRISTIAN HOME

W

"is for me and no house, we
serve the Lord" (Josh. 24:15).
There is no place in all this world
'Ws wholesome and refreshing as a
Christ ian home.a home where Christ
is truly loved and honored.
This writer was brought up in
such a home. There were len of
dad, mother and eight children
There was lots It
all the time•
but a truly hajmy home it was, for
dad and mother never let us gut
n1) liPiy With temporal things that
we brushed eternal values aside.
On the basis that "man shall not
lire by bread alone, but by every word
of God" (Luke 4:4). '.t t' read some
small portion of the Bible before
every meal, and had family devotions before retiring at night.
Result: all eight children bless
the dear dad and Mother who led
them aright, morally and spiritually, and best of all, taught them
the importance of trusting ill the
Savior who died for all our sins,
More: five of the children and matiy
III the grandchildren have given
themselves for full time Christian
service, and have becoMe pastors,

L.ainting the grand children there

are now exactly 100 of us and the
divorces and broken homes that
have brought sorrow to so many
are not even known among us.
This is not bectottic we are one
whit better than -others, but be-cause we experience the help and
grace of God in I tit- lives. But it
all began as. one day, a young
American, like Joshua of old. came
to a decision and declared: ".Is
.for ke and my house. Ice
serve
the Lord."

Thursday, November 30, 1967
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City Drug Company
472-1303

311 MAIN ST.

Cosmetic and Candy
Headquarters For A
"MERRY CHRISTMAS"

Susan Holly
LADIES'HOSE

JI
NOV
CAS
TiniA

SEAMLESS STRETCH

59c PAIR
Plus 50 S&H Green Stamps FREE with the purchase of 5 or more gallons of gasoline.

Dou

GORDON SHELL
MARTIN HIGHWAY

—

PHONE 479-2933

alIDAIIDIMADMIXISIDIIIMMEWEINURERMINNYNIORII

With
More
Bargains!

1

411
,

Corday
erne
Sp'ova r.^,
•

Electric Can Opener
$8.88
With Knife Sharpner

L'Aimont
Spray Mist

$175
2's Os

(!e
11 l
l
Cory

Cety

$375

Miff

3
O..

Li

hobo rg•

Spray Cologne

$300

$01. it50

$600

$11100
rs Ch. "Yr

BUB
BEN
‘(.*
vts
oc

Ch•ntilly

Arpoig•

Ambush

Tigre.

*5
Spray Cologne

Impr•uu

Toilet Wafer

Dana
Spray Cologh•

Chanel

Toole? Water

Spray

Mist

Toilet Water

0
4 . $600
$A00
WI Ch. AV

AM,
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Houbigant Chantilly
2-pc. GIFT SET
• Eau d• Toilette Spray
Mist
21
/
2 oz.
• Dusting Powder
7 oz.

'
4'
4 171
'

1404141
,44440
111411
, 414.14
110141

French Provincial
Stereo
$229.95

fe.yeee

$100

2-pc. GIFT SET
• Eau de Toilette Spray
Mist
1 1/2 oz.
31/2 Cl.
• Dusting Powder

$375

S
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TUN

011010 100111 414411140.
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1144441411140••••444
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Coty Emeraude
2-pc. GIFT SET

BRE
Gill

BEE
'
STE
"Tabu" Spray Cologne
Dcu,scey d•lp
,
htful fragrant., 3 az.

$2.50

GIVE A
HOME

Phone

472-1501

"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"

APP
ORP

i7
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Magnavox COLOR TV
instantly fine-tunes itself
AUTOMATICALLY...brings
you PERFECT Pictures
that stay precise!
This most important advance in Color TV—Instant
Automatic Color—was first perfected and introduced
by Magnavox in 1964! You enjoy a perfectly-tuned picture
that automatically stays precise on every channel—every
time! No other Color TV today offers you so many significant advantages: Chromatone gives you richer, far
more vivid color; warmer black and white. Quick-On pictures flash-on four times faster; no annoying warm-up
delay. And, with Magnavox high fidelity sound, you'll
experience unequalled program realism. You will also
have the lasting satisfaction of knowing you own the
finest, most reliable Color TV made. Choose from over 40
magnificent furniture styles and beautiful finishes.

This all-inclusive family entertainment center—Stereo Theatre model 781—actually costs you less than
comparable Color TV and Stereo units purchased separately! Has 295 sq. in rectangular screen plus all the
advanced Instant Automatic Color features at right The revolutionary Astro-Sonic sound system re-creates the
full beauty of music from either Stereo FM /AM radio or records. There are 14 beautiful and authentic furniture
styles to choose from. Magnificent Magnavox Stereo Theatres are priced from only $675.

Iva your family
odel 3704, in do
asters permit easy
ecord storage area
oglish Country, Fr,

Compact,Versatile

COLOR TV
Mediterranean

Big-Picture Compact

... Automatic Color model
754 with superb two speaker sound system
Concealed swivel casters.
Also in beautiful Early
American, French Provincial and Contemporary
styles. Your choice . . .

.. enjoy it on table or
shelves, roll it from room to-room! Model 531 has
huge 295 sq in rectangular screen plus many
more quality features you'd
expect and get from
Magnavox

CART OPTIONAL

Astr
FM /AN
graph f111
Watts u
power 0
High -E
Woofers
tures at
over 80
casters

'4795°

Thrill to the BIGGEST PICTURES in Color TV
295 sq. in. rectangular screen

French
Provincial

Early
American

. space -saving Automatic Color model 748
with all the advanced features above; is also available in Italian Provincial
and Contemporary styles.
Your choice

space-saving Automatic
Color model 742 on concealed swivel casters that
permit easy moving. Also
available in Mediterranean
furniture. Either style ..

Proof that fine, dependable Color TV
needn't be expensive! This extremely versatile Compact offers 176 sq. in rectangular
screen plus telescoping dipole antenna
Instantly removable tapered legs also permit
use on tables, shelves, in bookcases. Optional
cart gives wonderful room -to-room mobility.

625

625

See and hear a magnificent Magnavox at any of the fine stores below:

\D.

MAIIIMq
4*

P•r$41":7-

MEM

PLAYS
ANYWHERE
_

$9990

$11990

Solid-State STEREO Portable —lets records
last a lifetime; brings you a vast improvement in
the re-creation of music. You must hear it to
appreciate it. Model 244, in easy-to-tarry fine
luggage case, is just one of many highly-reliable
Magnavox solid-state stereo portables that are
priced from' only $29.90

High-reliability Solid-State TVI No tubes, no
heat, no trouble! This AC or battery-powered
compact model 101 has 38 sq in. screen, telescoping antenna. Optional Accessories: re-chargeable battery pack plus 12-Volt cigarette lighter
plug -in --let you enjoy this Magnavox at the
beach, on outings, in autos or boats. A great gift I

$7995

$899°
Beautiful new PERSONAL TV—wonderful to
give, more wonderful to own I Model 109 with:
71 sq in. screen, telescoping antenna, retractable
carrying handle plus Automatic Picture and Sound
Stabilizers (Keyed AGC) for clearest, sharpest,
steadiest pictures—even from distant or "difficult" channels! In several decorative colors.

Exciting Solid-State STEREO FM /AM Radio
—lets you thrill to the dimensional realism of
Stereo FM, the drift-free and noise-free beauty of
crystal-clear FM music, as well as powerful AM
radio performance. Model FM -31 has 19-transistors, solid-state amplifier, plus many other
deluxe features. It is one of several styles.

WADE TELEVISION
472 - 3462

West Parkway, Fulton, Ky.
FREE DELIVERY • EASY TERMS
lllll
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Battery-i
monaural
re-usable
carrying c
venient pu
models— i
or home; h

..magnitieent GIFTS
Magnavox ASTRO-SONIC
STEREO surpasses all
other achievements in the
re-creation of sound!
tant
uced
cture
very
, far
pic-up
you'll
also
the
er 40

lye your family the lasting gift of beautiful music! Astro-Sonic Stereo FM /AM Radio-Phonograph
ode! 3704, in decorative Mediterranean fine furniture, has 30-Watts undistorted music power. Concealed
asters permit easy moving. Gliding top panels give most convenient access to record player, all controls and
ecord storage area—without disturbing your decorative accessories. Your choice of additional Early American,
nglish Country, French Provincial and Contemporary styles—in a wide variety of beautiful finishes.

An Astro-Sonic brings you the full beauty of music—
with unequaled tonal dimensions and fidelity—from
records, exciting Stereo FM, drift-free and noise-free
Monaural FM, powerful AM Radio or optional Tape
Recorder. This superb performance is maintained with
lasting reliability because advanced Solid-State Circuitry replaces tubes, eliminates damaging heat. The
Micromatic Player with Diamond Stylus—eliminates
pitch distortion, banishes record and stylus wear so your
records can last a lifetime. Other exclusive features such
as two High-Efficiency 15" Bass Woofers plus two 1000
cycle Exponential Treble Horns (with the equivalent
acoustical efficiency of 20 treble cone speakers)—provide remarkable tonal purity and reali,sm. Choose from
over 40 beautiful and authentic fine furniture styles.

Contemporary
Chairside
. Solid -State Stereo
FM/AM Radio-Phonograph model 405. Five
speakers include two 12'
Bass Woofers. Companion
speaker unit (with record
storage) for space-separated stereo in larger
rooms is optionally available at modest cost.

Early
American
. Astro-Sonic Stereo
FM /AM Radio-Phonograph model 833 with: 30
Watts undistorted music
power output, two 12"
High. Efficiency Bass
Woofers, plus other features above. Storage for
over 80 records. On swivel
casters for easy moving.

Detachable legs —
make it equally suited for
use on tables, shelves,
even in bookcases!

A style for every setting...a model for every budget!
Beautiful to see, more beautiful to hear!
The performance of these modestly-priced AstroSonic Stereo FM /AM Radio-Phonographs will
amaze you. 15-Watts undistorted music power,
two 12" High -Efficiency Bass Woofers, two 1,000
cycle Exponential Treble Horns, Micromatic Record
Player lets your records last a lifetime. Also in
18th Century English, Far Eastern Contemporary,
Colonial and French Provincial styles . . .

or TV
ly vetngular
tonna
permit
ptional
obility.

Ideal wherever space is a problem, yet it
actually outperforms many higher-priced console makes today. 4-Speakers, 20-Watts
undistorted music power. Records can last a
lifetime. Your choice of 4 styles—French Provincial model 3002 shown, Colonial, Mediterranean or Contemporary. All styles also available with Stereo FM /AM Radio, $198.50

Elegant Italian Provincial
model 3602

Also see our wide selection of
Magnavox Custom Stereo Component Systems from only...

Select from over 200 beautiful and exciting CHRISTMAS GIFT VALUES!
. . . all priced far below what you'd expect to pay; because Magnavox is sold directly to only afew fine stores,
saving you "middleman" costs. And remember, every Magnavox dealer is dedicated to serving you better!

Solid-State
CARTRIDGE
TAPE
RECORDER

Radio
alism of
auty of
erful AM
19-tranny other
OS

Battery-powered, plays anywhere I Two-track
monaural model 108 uses snap-in cassette-type,
re-usable cartridge (included with battery and
carrying case). You never touch the lapel Convenient push-button operation. Choose from many
models—ideal for work or play—at office, school.
or home; both Stereo and Monaural styles available.

Solid-State FM /AM Table Radios—bring you
rich, noise-free and drift-free FM music plus
sparkling AM performance; with all the finer tone
quality plus lasting reliability you'd expect and
get from a Magnavox radio. Model FM -15 is one
of a wide variety of decorative models available—
that will add a touch of beauty to any room.

Solid-State CLOCK Radios- by Magnavox,
lull you to sleep—or automatically wake you to
beautiful music or alarm. They'll not only bring
you lasting AM listening enjoyment, but will add
beauty wherever you place them in your home.
Model C-10 is one of many highly reliable solidstate models available.

FM /AM Pocket Radios—will amaze you with
their room -filling sound. Model FM -806 lets you
take the pleasure of noise-free FM, powerful AM
listening—anywhere you go. So tiny, it easily fits
pocket or purse With telescoping antenna, earphone, battery, leather carrying cases. Other
models are priced from only $9.95

HOBBY HOUSE 5810

can't tell ••actly when
You,..
it •.III h•pp•n ... but yen
:comical r•v•lytir will squirt'
onc•-in isvitry .....e no of
six trigger poll.l It'• only
the.
1••t spray, but to
aeticipatleg piny•rn It looms
like an icy dolego. Who fir•s
at whiter, and how many tooth*,
is d•t•ratin•d by the
mounted spinn•r. PI•y•rs
with 'cold feet" can hay tithir
fr••dont with tok•nii. The
brov•st '•ele, with 6<k,
can b•com• th•
'Big Slier."
A

I
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DANCING ANIMALS
"STD ?TIM"
DRESSER SET
MODELING
cOMPOUND

can count en lki•

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

305 SO. BROADWAY

Fulton, Ky.

"IDEAL" COLD FEET GAME

DISCOUNT $
PRICE

GOOD U
FURNIT

Breakfast room su
Dining tables
Studio couches

2-Piece living root
suites
Chifferobes

t4t

ElfCtric

refrigisrat

Rockers,

occasion4

Unfinishiod new di

chair

EXCHA1
FURNITU1

AUTOMATIC RIFLE
Rugged 18 plastic Burp gun that emits a

01 Commercial

leal

rep•atml
uric sound front cartridge drum upon
polling

MELODY TRAIN SET

of trigger. Black with

brown wood rain stock.

Eisch color remounts• different am..
A highly orlecatimeol toy fer
Plec•
By rofeNfing is iiie celer chart, ovorybody con a...ibis man melody.
hit thein with
the color. sl.pors e.d.t *0 roils ised the pos•Ing 'rein will
minem
the motel wino protrading onder It orid prothm••

"SKILCRAFT" 11 PC.

TOOL SET
Colorlul lithographed stool chest ItsSaiTh ins. Includes "Blurt
Witt^116,
Diornond" claw itanthi•r, hand sow, pli, scritw
ruler.
wrench, I pcs. sand pap•r,
This set will pleas• rrottry young
carpenter!

DISCOUNT PRICE

,
11......
DISCOUNT PRICE0.0.0
IAARX"1.

88 4(

*

RED. $4.95

"TYPEWRITER

DISCOUNT PRICE

BASKET BALL
It GOAL SET

All stool inechenisin, plastic housing, keys and &vac.. bar. Typo• all
letters

of Alphabet - numbers, punctuation •igns. 28 typing kay•, 4 shift

All sport lay..• will want this lithly sot!
Teegli lyiroacy rnhhet boll of offici•I
and amight PLUS marital hoop a.d sr. net.
Nonalseen• polyhl• grain, ma hall with black
.ley shis sett
En.

keys, (total 32 keys) htamres lino spec• lever, ribbon rover., carriage return.
Includes

typowriter Hikes 01141 ionttecti. book. Sic• 11a10/4.1%• Big Saving

DISCOUNT PRICE

DISCOUNT PRICE
$466

Styled Ith• tith hstto•t car in this country.
"Rity-Up" sound. Works lik• o
position stick•shift. With a "rirv-tip'
sound. Sth•I "U' boom undercarriage.
Steal axles and steering column.
Extra rugg4 pla•tic body. Othrisiaird
-husky whithls. Supports over 100 lb..

"BLAZON"

DISCOUNT PRICE

TABLE & CHAIR SET

AGGRAVATION
It's festl It's Mal Appeals to •Il ages
young and old aliko. H
rirlismtast
last & fork. act
Per 2 to 4 Owen. leisk
player In.. 4 amMos to
move amend heord into
'Homo Seto". Y. op.
move»
opeon.t
when you lead ao his
sp•c• sod linak• him
start ever. Ammice's
favorite {entity rem, at
• sp•cial disc.nt mice.

1

111•• ••••• •I • we, 0..04 *****, •• Oa
•••••••••••• ...al..., ..,,.....,
•••••••••••••• —Is..••••••••• /or,
••• •404. •••••••••.• a.cecalee. c.a. ,
04enie.Anaacel Ape..... ••.mo ewe... an, ea a....
••••1 Oro i• ••••••• •••••11 ob•••
• kl••••••• &coos Peal. ••••••' Poo,. f .
..
Apo." Pew ll•Aool fa...
...,

•

"HASBRO" WEAVING
TARGET SETS
LOOM SET
"OHIO ART"
DIAL TELEPHONE
MARBLE
COLOR TUE "HASSINFELD
DRAG TRACK
PENCIL CRAFT
"AMSCO"
'CHAOS GAME 'AMSCO" RINGO GAME
"ROYAL"
"AMSCO"
WEAPONS
CARRIER
TIDDLY TURTLE
"TARRSON" GUM BANK

I

GAME

=

MONT
PINCI

Fest, ton shill goyim Mt 1 is 4 plisyms. Si..
meloi.
Now ono of the most popular
designs no the mambos. Smooth,

I"

DISCOUNT $

Greet, big wendorfirl swim;
octien Gold. Palomino.
Fiery and forr-logged, megnific.tly sculptured eiscl
colored poly body. Flowiog
me. sea full mil • arthoo•
Ho Waatoto •addlo enetif
with carved-in lariat sod con•
tee. 544. .firty shelves
emil extra nagged frame of
gleisiniog platml •teol gating. A marvol of • Imegsi•
In fuel Siz• 39a22025e
high.

DOLL COACH

MIRROR

Here are Pot4.°1 "
H.
"of 1°.'
mak•
formes Riming Specials that
stick-shift savants grow olossteyed with longing. Beery car,
complete with motor and
Mes•is, footur•• S110400,04 e.g
wheels, with knock- off hubs and
riming tiros.

HONow

mend
ings!
prise(

FORD MAPS II

GTO (Leinee•)

liAKO SHARK

Ragged Brith finish totheler
minuet. Notion. slimilio• contour
demo 1424" tohle hes gaily
detonotod heavy grog. ylayl top,
polished sleeting.. molding end
folding log mechanism with
non
miatkIng tips. Two her book
leg Ai., ciairs with
cont.,
soots. Yee'll be proud of this
bay!

Big entre, heavy dirty
dump truck molded in
bright colored
plestic. Roalistic
gene
md
tint. windows. Indivigmlly hexed.
Si.. 21e1 1a9 Come an yea are-wad
Sakel

$944

DISCOUNT PRICE

REG. $8.95

• Srushod
• Caftan
• Cotton

• Bland..

DISCOUNT
PRICE

Flamboyant geld finish
with
whit. trio - Stop
-up Economy& fr.. •
Sturdy to
dock - Citron. P
plated high.rimir
style
handl•bars • L•rg•
white polo
'addle with red
Ulm 1-5/10
white •ideiroll
chain treed

SIZE

WOME

• 100% C
• Blended
• Sok& a
• Roll She
• Converti
• Assortec

Hilarious adv•nturris in dining.
Flavor-filled INCREDIBLE EDIBLES are fun to rot! Wild r•cip•s
wd)
creat• grurrsointrly•good main <outs"
lik• Luscious Lizordt, B•istle Brittle
and Tasty Turtl•sl Funnv•looking $OO
PER•GOOPER molds SUGARLESS liquid
GOBBLE-DEGOOP into ch•wy porn drop-lik• eim.ls. Four flavors:
licorice, cherry, mint end butterscotch. Include. electric metal Si:108,ER.
COOPER beating unit, fear as. bottlos of GO B B L
E-DEGOOP,Mglitmolds frow.t.il:e7oh,..".1:71r.cnr:"17•91•ZrPs
tooling tray, m old handl•, knife, Sark, d•c•r•tiens, p•p•r cups and
•s,
ii•c•rated with lew•Irid
gilt spot•, c•lorfel wadm loy and
d•corotion."W•'re•
•tioncit
color
2
Shimiting the wisrkel

.4._ REG. $13.95

41(WO CHOICE OF 16
DIFFERENT ITEMS
-artin•tel

Treins

A•se. D•liv•ry Truali•

Airplan. -R•c•r• -TionI -Etc.
Brightly

lithe graphed and with realistic

d•c•Is. T•k• yeats helcn, but cm. firmly -

w"irr R.dtr:":i
strisararCFrom:rip'
pIeted G•thic
if
ven.ders.
.
r.
crazy
ter:offer
• relu•

INCREDIBLE
EDIBLE

:
4 1

• Swath*

TRICYCLE

DISCOUNT
PRICE

111

—REG. $4.911

nee

Sturdy molded body, at.
d Fold
troctiv•ly d
ing top in loyally floral
design. Shiny silv•r hanand undercarriage
dle
with spring •ctioo. Whit*
rubber tires. A. ....p.
tient,' buy. Body Si.. 20.
114 int-

WON

TABLE & CHAIR SET

DISCOUNT

SI

sso

re center

12'1

RACERIFIC SET

CHAPARRAL Ii

weah

DISCOUNT PIM

DISCOUNT
PRICE

"SOUTHIEND"

ins. PI•stir & lithognsphed

Steel ball ea ortolan nap, Iii, lealn & Sae OM con

DISCOUNT
PRICE

SPRING HORSE

A sew-looking play aid for Ian little mis• whe
wants to Imitete hhommy in • big way. lia• 6
electric light Itellys .01 movahl• drawer to stem
her kurearty aids. Battery *p.m., (3 'Cr Botteri•• not
14-33 a 11.1/2 • 3-1/2
incl•••.

DISCOUNT $
PRICE

A)
JEWEl

mid out. Aeollior 1,2 price sp•cmi.

"HASSENFEID" LITE UP

Hore's what Om has 6. wanting.
Rooted hair, moving iry•• and shit
also drinks IL woofs! A Full 16i"
toll end smartly dressed. No littl•
girl can thsist Niits•, and you wont
be obi, to resist the savings.

A

Corn merci

"01110 ART"
TAP N TRAP GAME

$1,-"

Now lit • ty I orl chairs with
satin finish fishing. PI a stic
Neu. logs. Top gaily &n..,
Med with Moth. Goes* Choiactors 'Pablo sie• 24x24e201i..

BABY DOLL

Piwit
CORK
RIFLE

Mes• wont I.t long at this pric•l*,

SIZE!

FACTORY LIST $1.00
OUR REG. 77t

PERMANI
HOLLANI

DISCOUNT PRICE

2 $100
FOR

neon top stylei
Reyeioaelen p.
1001C cat.. tel
od ralea. $ in

GIRLS'

ta

like this

LITT

Sav• $7.96

• Roll SM.

DISCOUNT
PRICE

RIG. W.'S

• XMAS
GIFT WRAP

• in Whit.

• Also Sot

• Cotton P

• Elastic 11

GIRL

Nina BO Inch rolls of b•autlful paper in
assert. d•signs. Each roll a full 26 In.
chits wide. 720 inches of top quality wrap.
Whet e miingsl
Sturdy, child, vois•dmi rocker
1-1/11° tenni& poets and
H•Ight 191i inch.
'1st
soot width Mold. hendlos
finish
103'. inm
Wondorfel TV Chair at a conmotional primp!

• Roll, Len
Shirts

• Assort.

DISCOUNT PRICE
3 PKGS. $
0R9
ROLLS FOR

Nsiv. "Spore Ag•• styling with Pod.
Itlt“."
operation. Sturdy vinyl coast...01os oild
metal base. Si.. 7'44144'6 Inches.
Cmiiplem with gon•rous supply el ploy
mon•y.

0

116.$2.07 VALUE

DISCOUNT
PRICE
Gift Verona.,

REG. $218

• Prints, G
Oxfords

I

GIRLS' 1
STRETC1
POI”.1100•••••••

tome

Aseenvel

HELP WANTED
Male or Female:
Breakfast room suites, $9.95
()ming tables
$12.50
Studio couches
$21.50
2.Pjece living room
suites
$12.50
rhifferobes
$14.50
Electric refrigerators $19.50
Rockers, occasional chairs
Unfinished

up
up
up
up
up
up

$4.95 aid up
new desk and

chair

$21.50

WANTED AT ONCE-Dealer to
supply consumers with Rawleigh
Products in Fulton Co. or City of
FOR SALE: 85 acre
farm, seven Fulton. Experience unnecessary.
room brick house with
Write Rawleigh, Dept. KYKbath, full
basement. Four-inch plastic well. 1071-80, Freeport,
On blacktop road, nine
miles southeast of Fulton. Mrs. V. C.
Simpson,
Fulton Route 5. Phone Latham,
Team., 799-4347.

Tkere;

WE HAVE GOOD BUYFlisS 100/1for real estate in this area. If
iou want to sell property, call or
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton
Tennessee: phone 479-2651.
'4

ATLANTIC Wood and coal heaters,
thermostat-controlled.
Ex
change Furniture Company, Fulton.

You are
Cordially
Invited
to see the
town's most
Complete
DIAMOND

.1111

II V.

"Ai

sell -tit.se uriusezA
ire *a

ct

0.

WANT AD I
D.
%

•*.•%.

The 257 acre farm of the late
Harry Roney, located five miles
northwest of Clinton, Kentucky,
mile west of Highway 58.
Sealed bids will be accepted on
this property until 12:00 noon,
December 15, 1967. WI. reserve
the right to reject all bids. Send
bids to the office of the Hickman
Ceurity Judge, Clinton, Kentucky, 42031.
Eugene Roney

=

• Thin expectorants help dissolve
congestion
• Contains no narcotics or antihistamine
•Sete even tor
two year olds •
•Delicious wild
cherry flavor
'Used a, 4

ARRIER
RANK

t

3
3
2

1
The law's logic is that if there
I', no transfer of possession, then
in all fairness that should be no
transfer of responsibility either.
Coat-watching was more reasonably a job for George, who had
hung the coat up. than for the management. which had not touched it.
On the other hand, if the customer delivers his garment to a
checkroom and it gets lost there,
he is usually in a position to demand payment.
Unfortunately, it is not always
easy to tell whether possession has
really been transferred.
Consider the case of a woman
whose fur co,:t svls stolen from her
dentist's waiting .-uom while he was
working on her teeth. Had the dentist accepted possession of the coat?
A court said yes, he had-by im-

EVANS DRUG CO.
me

.
.
Gma c..412, Skov

LAKE ST.

Now . . . right at the beginning of the holiday season, we bring you n tremendous selection of sportswear for ladies and girls ... at gigantic savings! Come in today ... select now for Christmas giving ... you'll be surprised how you can stretch your dollars!

WOMEN'S SHIRTS & TAPERED PANTS

Brushed Denims
Dorothea
Cotton Gabardines
Cotton Oxfords
Wended Fabrics
SIZES S TO 20

• 100% Cottons
• Blended Fabrics
• Solids and Prints
• Roll Sleeves
• Convertible Collars
• Assorted Colon
PM 30 TO 40

• 2-Ply Blended
Itopsacking
• Rayon-ttylon-AcetaM
Blends
• Medium and Dark Colon
• Sid* Zippers

• Wash 'n Wear Fabric
• Colorful Floral Prints
• Cardigan Style
• Side Vent
• 3/4-longth Sleeves
• Assorted Colon
SIZES 30 TO 38

PERMANENT PRESS STRETCH AND
HOLLAND SUEDE PANTS$499

Minor aches, pains,
headaches, stuffy
nose due to the
common cold ale

• 26-Inch Wag*
• Wash 'n Wear
• Convertible Collor
• 2 Patch Pockets
30 TO 40

For temporary relief of minor symptoms due to the common cold.

and PARKER
Sets
Pens and Pencil
Instarnatic Cameras
Kodak
BILLFOLDS
AMITY
'WATCHES
TIMEX
ELECTRIC RAZORS

SHEAFFER

-

sau

• Permanemt Press Plaids
• Crease Resistant Solids
• Roll Sleeves
• Convertible Collars
SIZES 8 TO It

LAKE STRUT

• Cotton Playsuede
• Elastic Bock Pants

• Roll, long and it Sleeve
Shirts
• Assorted Colors
•tyltne wish pulls butter
lay! COOSITvCtiO• erld
7,
4.61017,
4 Mann.
reu• supply ef play

• Prints, Gingham,trod
Oxfords

• long Sleeve White Cotton
Shirts
• Sanforized Canon Maywood. Pants
• Wash 'n Wear Printed
Duck Pants

GIRLS' PERMANENT PRESS AND
STRETCH DEN. PANTS

$299

• Wash 'n Wear Cotton
Tintelcit Denim Pants
• Red or Nervy
• Permanent Pries White,
itelDSksavis Polyester..
Cassie Shirt

• tone** Cow.
Cophrogy
Pomo
• 514• Ilogoor•
• Asyerodl CoJef•
• P•menear
Oar% willk Uwe

w Dal -strew.
• cum. 14.0 Talmo

GIRLS' PERMANENT PRESS
OXFORD WEAVE SHIRTS$299
palrntr-o.ttnO 0t..4

Woo. is in..

FULTON
Vida

Sponsored By

• Also Sanforised

Furniture Store
Phone 472-3421

Dopp Rita

LADIES' PRINTED SANDED DENIM
DUNGAREE SETS ...

• Cotten Knit Taps ...Seem
and Stripes Pattern.
• tong and %Sleeves
• Assorted Colon
• Wash 'n Wear Pants
• Smoot% Cotton Parris
• Assorted Colors

Fulton

ANTIQUING
MAZE EASY

Donald Mastinns Feed Mill, Oviedorn

WE ARE PLEASED • Roll Sleeve Shirt

k

TAKE IT
OUT OF
THE ATTIC ...
ANTIQUE III

MN my. styles ..rk s.l• tipper,
awyso-wylow p•••••••••••• pr••• wad
1110%
11•11•1.41 lord.. A...4W colers

• in White Broadcloth

4

Fulton

• Permanent Press
• HopeackIng and Twills
• Stretch Fabrics
• Wide Walt Corduroy
• 100% Cottons
• Zipper Closures
• land Tops

• land Tops
SIZES s TO 20

Commercial Aye;

Easy as "paint, glaze, wipe"
to turn a marred, scarred attic
relic into a handsome antique,
a decorator accent piece! With
Martin Senour's Provincial
Color Glaze you don't even
remove varnish or old stain.
Yorget 4bout scars and
scratches. Just paint, glaze,
wipe. Authentic antique colors
-six to choose from, Antique
White, Old-World Olive, Spanish Gold, Medici Blue, Provincial Pink, Roman Red. Create
a grainy or marbleized or tortoise shell finish. You're the
decorator. Search out the attic,
buy a bargain at a second-hand
store or an unfinished piece...
and Antique it!
Everything you need is right
in the kit!

HOLIDAY SPORTSWEAR

100% Cottons

3

Company

WITH MARTIN SENOUR
PROVINCIAL COLOR GLAZE

FULTON

After Thanksgiving

Pkryssimie

1'

ia Exchange Furniture;
t

1•31411•1111111111711111 1111•411741118111

DISSOLVE THAT

Cheracol
Twist of
fashion
elegance.
Fine diamond.

Gillum Trans. & Stge., Inc.
116 Plain Street
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Office Hours:
9:00 a. m. to 12:00 Noon
1:00 p. m. to 4:00 p. m
Monday through Friday %
Agent, Atlas Van Lines
a
WORLD - WIDE
MOVING SERVICE

20-Foot Deepfreeze, good
shape
$75.00
Round oak dining Walk
chairs
$40.00
Two oak end tables, French
provincial, inlaid tops
each
$12.50
Good Motorola TV, W•441
good
$25.00
Chair and couch that makes
a bed, suitable for a
den
Gas cooking range
.
Nice living room suite,
2-pc.
New chest of drawers, 4
drawers, maple finish $19.95
Two foam rubber mattresses
and matching box springs,
twin bed six* -$15 each set
Old-fashioned kitchen
cabinet
Odd 2-piece living room
suites,
$10 up
Living room chair .
$19.95
Pipes, elbows, damp- k Refrigerators, ... $15 and up
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
ers, stove boards ; yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Come in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not advertised!

WIFAIRIFirAmurAgardir
arArab

due to a cold with

,

one in a poorly protected dressing
room. During his absence at the
mirror, his pockets were rifled of
not only $41 in cash hut also a
valuable diamond ring.
When he sued the store, the court
observed that cash was normally to
be expected in a suit pocket--but
not a valuable ring. So the store
was ordered to pay for the stolen
money, because it was part of the
bailment, but not for the stolen
ring, because it was not

Don't Make A Move
Without Calling
472-2363

Elizabeth Bailey

',uuun

RAFT
GAME

Ducking out of the rain, George
entered a luncheonette, hung his
raincoat on a hook, and ordered a
cup of coffee. But by the time the
coffee was gone, so was the raincoat. Could George make the management pay for his loss?
A court said no, on the ground
that he could not prove any "bailment" of the coat. That is, he had
not entrusted possession of the coat
to the management.
Questions of this kind may arise
any time a customer deposits his
personal belongings-temporarily
-in a place of business. In case
of loss, the Customer is ordinarily
entitled to compensation only if
there was a bailment relationship
%kith the management

George Roney

==

HASSINFILD"

Watch Your Coat!

placation, and held him liable tor
the loss. The court pointed out that
the dentist knew the woman had
brought a coat, that there was no
other place for her to put it, and
that she obviously could not wear
it during treatment.
What about the contents of a
garment? They may or may not be
included in the bailment, depending mainly on whether they are
items "normally to be expected" in
such a location. Thus:
A customer in a clothing store.
trying on a new suit, left his °lit

-

to hare yoo with us to sfsate in mem of dm mrperiences oO hove encountered in Some Fowling As all of you know, now, factors, both
known and unknown, me faced by toriay•I Nog feeder
cmd proc• of hoed Ingebtfients, eva.I elm ty nd ric• of breeding stock,
ornelrets, weather, consumer demand, and frisight totes, to reontion
few
All *el. factors, Mos many left unmentioned, place 0 real rest
an wiry frogman's management end feeding pogrom, today We am hope
ful Own our fi•ld day moy help you in ploming for more profitobl• bog
1.o:1m9 In A• funo•, cold that we, in tom, will benefit hom your visit
with new ideas and summstions for improving our•

PROGRAM
M.,- MI* Unton School
Welcome - Donald Hastings

Akan.

Introductions: 1 It (Jim) Morns
Swine Outlook for Moakley County - As,.,, Walks,- Co Ag
Record Keeping - Daron McNott - 11qt. P.C.A.
Swine °ppm/wiry - J 111 Hall - Di, Manager
Hwalth. lAanagewent 15 So'Motion - .1. K. limey) Smith
12.00 to 12 45 - Lu,nof, Served
1-00 to 2-15 _
Fano To,,, E B (lad./ Quinton

Thursday, November 30, 1967

Fulton, Ky.
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FRESH MEATY—

FRESH LEAN PORK—

BOSTON
BUTTS

LB.

lb. 59c

PORK STEAK'
U. S. CHOICE

lb. 77c

RIB STEAK

PORK
RIBS

16-oz. pkg. 57c

FRANKS

LB.
FRESH

FRESH

KREY MELLO

SLICED BACON
GRADE "A"
HAMBURGER,

2 lbs. 89c

FRESH

lb. 19c

lb. 39c PIG FEET

lb. 29c

PORK BRAINS
CENTER SLICES

KREY BUTT PORTION

lb. 55c SMOKED,HAM

GROUND BEEF

lb. 19c

PIG MAWS

lb. 19c

NECK BONES
FRESH

GRADE "A"

REELFOOT

Jottin

lb. 59c

lb. 89c

HAM

REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEY

490
_ SLICED BACON _LB 49c 1 H AM
iiCtiEttf-CIITLETS 59c
RICHTEX 3....
For $100
•
4 49C SHORTENING
Shank
Portion

KREY SMOKED

n
°iYN
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the pet
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if our
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confus(
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stertahte
er

LE.

C
39
1
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STOKELY'S BIG 46-oz. CAN

Mrs.SN°
So eae
resm
ei
LrtA
looking
son my
compih
ducah.

BROWN - EIGHT

GRAPE- DRINK

GREAT - N - BEANS

here,I
D°
feel sur
rowed i
volunta

whileT.1;
ierstani

it.3e-

PILGRIM FARM

SWEET RELISH
PILGRIM FARM

SAUERKRAUT

BRIGHT STAR

HYDE -PARK

PARK -LANE

25 lb. bag $1.99
6 cans 49c FLOUR CLOTHES
qt. 59c ICE CREAM i4 Gal. 69c BISCUITS
SOFTNER
33-oz.
CLEARFIELD AMER. SLICES
SWIFT'S
j4 Gal. 49c CHEESE 12-oz. Pkg.. 49c FINAL TOUCH 10c OFF 75c
qt. 39c ICE MILK

WONDER TWIN - PACK

PURE CANE

SUGAR nibs

POTATO CHIPS
9-0Z. BAG

39c

2 Rolls 19c

Limit
Limit 2 Pkgs.
1
Please.

' HEAVY DUTY 25 FT. 8c OFT

22-oz. JAR

SWEET 10 6-oz, Bottle

ZESTEE

BATHROOM TISSUE

69c PURE SORGHUM
SWEETNER
SALAD DRESSING Qt. 39c LIQUID
WILSON'S MOR 12-oz. CAN
SMUCKER'S 28-oz. SEEDLESS
LIBBY'S 8-oz. CAN
10c BLACKBERRY PRES. 69c LUNCHEON MEAT
TOMATO SAUCE

47c

69c ALCOA WRAP

only 79c

49c SPONGES
-

SUPER VALUE I 1-4 LOAF

POTATOES

5 69,
L S.
BAG

E. W. JAMES BRAND 8-oz.

TEA or TEA BAGS
40-oz. BOTTLE
WESSON OIL

WASHING POWDER

BREAD 5Loavses

AUNT NELLIE QT. JAR

GIANT SIZE 3 LB. 1-oz.

CHOCOLATE DROPS
ORANGE DRINK 4 for $1.00 200
FT. ROLL 5c OFF
KELLEY'S 303 SIZE CAN
89c CHILI with BEANS 3for $1.00 HAND! WRAP

GLO - COAT WAX
BIG CHIEF 3-Lb. JAR
44c PEANUT BUTTER
29c

59c LETTUCE
VELLOWONIONS 3 1bs290 'TURNIP SgRNN
AND SON
S
EW /AME
SUPERMARKET
10 lbS

Each

98c
$1.19

19c

Double Quality Stamps On Wednesday

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities — None Sold To Dealers
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JOHNSONS 27-oz. — 50 FREE STAMPS

LARGE
HEADS

POTATOES iijiiEirT

project
Ne;
progres:
spectful
papers

Campus
cently el
graduate
the bush

Ple•se

FRESH 14-oz. BAGS

59c

In
Americ:
when ti
able to

12 TO PAK. $1.20 VALUE

AJAX
FROZEN FRENCH FRIED
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third of
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SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

Your No.4 Quality Stamp Coupons Are
Good This Week For 300 FREE
Quality Stamps
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